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Abstract

This thesis studies different aspects of Flexible AC Transmission System

(FACTS) devices which are used to improve the power transfer capability

and increase the controllability in electric power systems. In the thesis,

different aspects on the usage and control of Dynamic Power Flow Controllers

(DPFC) and related FACTS devices are studied. The DPFC is a combination

of a Phase Shifting Transformer (PST) and a Thyristor Switched Series

Capacitor (TSSC)/Thyristor Switched Series Reactor (TSSR).

The thesis proposes and studies a new method, the Ideal Phase-Shifter

(IPS) method, for selection and rating of Power Flow Controllers (PFC) in

a power grid. The IPS method, which is based on steady-state calculations,

is proposed as a first step in the design process for a PFC. The method uses

the Power controller plane, introduced by Brochu et al in 1999. The IPS

method extends the usage of decoupling methods in the Power controller

plane to a power system of arbitrary size. The IPS method was in the thesis

used to compare the ratings of different PFC:s required to improve the power

transfer capability in two test systems. The studied devices were here the

PST, the TSSC/TSSR and the DPFC.

The thesis treats control of ideal Controlled Series Capacitors (CSC),

TCSC, TSSC/TSSR, and DPFC. The goals of the FACTS controllers which

are developed are Power Oscillation Damping (POD), fast power flow con-

trol, and transient stability improvement in the power system. New adaptive

control strategies for POD and power flow control are proposed and studied

in different models of power systems by time-domain simulations. A strategy

for transient stability improvement is also proposed and studied.
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Additionally, different methods for study of Subsynchronous Resonance

(SSR), which is associated with series compensation in power systems, are

investigated. Here, four of the most common methods for frequency scanning

to determine the electrical damping of subsynchronous oscillations in a power

grid are studied. The study reveals significant differences of the electrical

damping estimates of the studied standard methods when applied to a four-

machine test system.
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Sammanfattning

Denna avhandling studerar olika aspekter av styrbara komponenter (FACTS

- Flexible AC Transmission Systems) i kraftsystem. FACTS-komponenter

används för att öka överföringskapaciteten och kontrollerbarheten i elek-

triska kraftsystem. I avhandlingen studeras olika aspekter av en s̊a

kallad Dynamic Power Flow Controller (DPFC) samt relaterade FACTS-

komponenter. En DPFC är en kombination av tv̊a tidigare kända komponen-

ter, en fas-vridande transformator (PST) och en thyristor-styrd seriereaktans

(TSSC/TSSR).

En ny metod, IPS-metoden, som används för att välja ut och bestämma

önskad karakteristik för en effektflödes-styrande FACTS-komponent (PFC)

i ett kraftnät, introduceras i avhandlingen. IPS-metoden, som baseras

p̊a statiska beräkningar, är tänkt att användas som ett första steg vid

konstruktionen av en PFC. Methoden åsk̊adliggör PFC-karakteristiken ge-

ometriskt i PFC-planet (The Power Controller Plane), som introducerades

av Brochu m. fl. 1999. IPS-metoden gör det möjligt att frikoppla PFC- och

nätkarakteristiken i PFC-planet för ett elkraftsystem av godtycklig storlek.

I denna avhandling används IPS-metoden till att jämföra den nödvändiga

karakteristiken för olika PFC:er för att utöka överföringskapaciteten i tv̊a

olika testsystem. PFC-komponenterna PST, TSSC/TSSR samt DPFC

jämfördes i studien.

Avhandlingen behandlar även styrning av ideala styrbara seriereaktanser,

TCSC, TSSC/TSSR och DPFC. Målen för de utvecklade reglermetoderna

är dämpning av elektro-mekaniska oscillationer (POD), effektflödes-styrning

samt förbättring av den transienta stabiliteten i kraftnätet. Nya adaptiva

styrmetoder för POD och effektflödes-styrning föresl̊as och studeras med
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hjälp av datorsimuleringar i olika modeller av kraftsystem. En ny strategi

för förbättring av den transienta stabiliteten i kraftnät studeras ocks̊a.

Slutligen undersöks ocks̊a olika metoder för studier av subsynkron reso-

nans (SSR) i kraftsystem. Detta fenomen kan uppkomma i kraftsystem som

inneh̊aller seriekompensering t. ex. i form av en TSSC. Fyra av de mest

populära metoderna för s. k. frekvensscanning för att beräkna graden av

dämpning för subsynkrona oscillationer i kraftnät studeras. Studien visar

p̊a signifikanta skillnader i resultaten för de studerade metodena när de ap-

pliceras p̊a ett testsystem med fyra synkrongeneratorer.
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1 Introduction

In this chapter, a brief review of the history of electrical power systems is

given. The scope of the thesis is then introduced and the scientific contribu-

tions of the work are described. The chapter lists the scientific papers which

are included in the thesis, provides an outline of the work, and provides a

terminology.

1.1 A brief history of electrical power systems

Electricity was first used commercially for street lighting and lighthouses in

the 1870:s. The first complete electric power system was built by Thomas

Edison in 1882 in New York. This was a Direct Current (DC) system which

supplied electricity to 59 consumers from a steam-engine-driven DC gener-

ator by an underground 110 V cable system. The load was 400 lamps, each

with a consumption of 83 W. In the 1880:s, electrical motors were developed

and connected to the emerging power systems. Initially, DC systems were

widely used, but their limitations were soon becoming apparent. Due to

the high power losses (RI2) and voltage drops associated with low voltage

transmission, higher voltages were necessary if the power was to be transmit-

ted over any longer distances. As high-voltage DC was difficult to generate

and unacceptable for the consumers of power, it became necessary to in-

vent a more practical way to transmit electrical power. The development

of the transformer and Alternating Current (AC) transmission systems in

the 1880:s provided the practical means to overcome these obstacles. The

advantages of AC over DC were the following:

� AC generators were much simpler to construct than DC generators.
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1 Introduction

� AC motors were much simpler to construct than DC motors.

� It was easy to transform voltages between different voltage levels in

AC systems. This enabled the use of different voltages for generation,

transmission, and consumption.

The first three-phase, long-distance AC transmission was built in Germany

in 1891. Here, 180 kW was transmitted at 20 kV over a distance of 175 km

from the hydro power station at Lauffen to Frankfurt am Main. Following

this event, the number of installations of AC systems grew exponentially and

the electric motor soon became the workhorse in the industry. In the first

period of AC power transmission, the frequency was not standardized and

frequencies between 25 and 133 Hz were used. Eventually, 60 Hz was set to

be the standard in North America while many other countries decided on 50

Hz systems. At these frequencies, the flicker in lightning circuits which was

seen at 25 Hz was no longer noticed. Furthermore, operation at 50 or 60 Hz

allowed simple construction of high-speed generators driven by fossil-fueled

steam turbines which soon became the preferred source of energy in many

countries.

The transmission voltage grew from between 12 and 60 kV for the early

AC systems to 220 kV in 1923, further to 330 kV in 1965 and up to 765 kV

in 1969. In the 1950:s, the development of mercury arc valves made High

Voltage DC (HVDC) transmission systems possible. HVDC transmission is

advantageous for transmission of large amounts of power over long distances.

HVDC is often a competitive alternative to AC for distances over 500 km

for overhead lines and over 50 km for underground or subsea cables. HVDC

transmission can also interconnect asynchronous AC systems and AC sys-

tems with different frequencies. In 1954, the first modern commercial HVDC

transmission was installed between the Swedish mainland and the island of

Gotland. With the development of the thyristor valve, HVDC became even

more attractive. The first installation of a HVDC system with thyristor

valves came in 1972. There has been a steady increase in the use of HVDC

transmission during the last decades following a decrease in the equipment

cost and an increased reliability. Lately, HVDC installations based on volt-

age source converters are becoming more popular. These installations have

2



1.2 Challenges in today’s power grids

a number of advantages when compared to conventional HVDC. They allow

for example enhanced controllability of the voltages at the connection points

in the AC grid.

The interconnection of neighboring power systems usually leads to an

improved system security since the different utilities can provide assistance

to each other in emergency situations. Interconnection also often leads to

a more economical operation since less generating reserve is necessary when

the grids are interconnected compared to the situation of separated grids.

Additionally, power transfer enables the use of the most economic sources

of energy at all times. These advantages have lead to the formation of large

interconnected grids with an enormous complexity all over the world.

Today’s AC power grids are usually classified into the following subsys-

tems:

� Transmission system - interconnects the main generators and load cen-

ters at voltages from 230 kV and above.

� Subtransmission system - transfers power from the transmission system

substations to the distribution substations at voltages in the range of

100 kV. Large industries are supplied directly from the subtransmission

system.

� Distribution system - supplies the power to the individual customers at

voltages typically between 4 kV and 35 kV. Small industries are sup-

plied directly from this level while residential costumers are supplied

via distribution feeders at 230/400 V.

Sources: [1], [2], [3] and [4].

1.2 Challenges in today’s power grids

Not very long ago, the operation of an electrical transmission grid was rela-

tively straight-forward. The grid was designed to supply electrical energy to

3



1 Introduction

the consumers in the country where it was built and to support the neighbor-

ing countries occasionally, in times of need. Large cross-border transmission

capabilities were not necessary, since most of the electrical energy used in

the country was supplied nationally. However, major changes in how trans-

mission systems are operated came with the deregulation of the electricity

market in recent years. Now, the power flows are from producer A to con-

sumer B, not necessarily located in the same country. A and B have signed

a deal that states that B buys a certain amount of energy from A:s produc-

tion. The contractual path of the electricity is a straight line from A to B

while the physical path of the power flow can be a number of parallel power

flows which may flow in different countries. Since the national power grids

were not designed for these parallel flows, some lines may get overloaded in

the process, limiting the national power flows. Additionally, transmission

lines are operated closer to their stability limits which increases the risk for

blackouts.

Furthermore, an increased level of renewable energy sources in the power

grid, mainly wind- and solar power can be anticipated in the future. These

sources, with generation patterns which are determined by environmental

factors, will likely put even more strain on the electrical transmission grid

due to the inherent unpredictability of the power generation.

The construction of new power lines to relieve the overloaded ones is very

expensive, time-consuming and often complicated by legal and land propri-

etary issues. Fortunately, the advances in power electronics offer new so-

lutions to the problems. Many Flexible AC Transmission (FACTS) devices

have been introduced in the last decades. These devices are used to increase

the controllability and transfer capacity of the power system. FACTS devices

can be used to control power flows and improve the stability in a power grid

by for example injecting reactive power in selected nodes, modifying the line

impedance for critical lines or shifting the voltage phase angles at certain

nodes. These devices are commonly based on high-power electronic devices

like the thyristor and the Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT).
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1.3 Scope

1.3 Scope

One of the main topics of this thesis is the control and usage of a new FACTS

device recently introduced under the name of Dynamic Flow Controller [5],

Hybrid Flow Controller [6] or Dynamic Power Flow Controller [7]. In this

work, the device is referred to as Dynamic Power Flow Controller (DPFC).

The device is actually a combination of two previously known devices: The

Phase-Shifting Transformer (PST) and the Thyristor Switched Series Capac-

itor (TSSC)/Thyristor Switched Series Reactor (TSSR). The PST is used to

control the phase of the AC grid voltages to control power flows in the power

grid. The TSSC/TSSR is used to modify the impedance of the power lines

to control the power flows or the voltages in the system. The PST is a slow

device which can control active power flow on a line whereas the TSSC is a

power flow controller with a much higher speed of control. These two devices

can operate together in order to create a very versatile device which can be

used for power flow control, Power Oscillation Damping (POD), transient

stability improvement, and voltage stability/recovery improvement. The

device is believed to be cheaper than other FACTS devices with a similar

functionality, like for example the Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC).

A straight-forward control design approach for the DPFC is to start with

the design of a controller for the TSSC part of the device alone which has a

much higher speed of control than the PST part. Thus, studies were initially

focused on control principles for an ideal Controlled Series Compensator

(CSC) [Papers 1-4] and continued with control design and verification for

the stand-alone TSSC [Paper 6]. The aims for the designed controllers are

to enable fast power flow control, POD, and transient stability improvement.

The controllers which are designed for the CSC devices are then adapted and

used for the DPFC in [Paper 5].

The insertion of capacitive series elements in a power grid causes a new

electrical resonance frequency in the grid at which poorly damped oscillations

can occur. The turbine-generator shaft system of each generator in the power

grid typically also has several subsynchronous resonance frequencies. In some

cases, the resonances of the mechanical turbine-generator shaft system may

interact with the electrical resonances such that oscillations with a negative

5



1 Introduction

damping may occur. Such a scenario, denoted Subsynchronous Resonance

(SSR), may lead to generator shaft fatigue and eventually failure. To avoid,

or if necessary mitigate SSR actively, the installation of a CSC or a DPFC in

a power grid must be preceded by studies to determine the risk of SSR. One of

the first steps in such a study is typically to use frequency scanning methods

where the electrical damping constant at different oscillation frequencies is

determined. In this work, a study of four common techniques for frequency

scanning has been performed [Paper 7]. The study compares these methods

in a four-machine test system.

The last two papers in this thesis deal with power flow control which is

studied in steady-state. Here, the aim was to study potential benefits of

the DPFC configuration when it is compared to other possible Power Flow

Controllers (PFC). This work led to that a new method for design and

selection of PFC:s in the Power controller plane [8] was proposed in [Paper

8]. Using this method, a study comparing the required ratings of a stand-

alone PST, a stand-alone TSSC/TSSR and a DPFC in order to solve power

flow control problems, and thus increase the power transfer capability, in

two test systems was performed in [Paper 9].

Since the understanding of the fundamentals of power flow control in

steady-state is a prerequisite for understanding the used approaches of fast

power flow control and POD, the thesis starts with the work which was done

in this field [Papers 8-9]. Following this, the work on controller design [Pa-

pers 1-6] is presented and the thesis ends with the studies on SSR [Paper

7].

1.4 Scientific contributions

The contributions of this work can be subdivided into three different fields:

Power flow control studied in steady-state, Power oscillation damping and

fast power flow control, and Subsynchronous Resonance (SSR).
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1.4 Scientific contributions

Power flow control studied in steady-state

� A new method for design and selection of Power Flow Controllers

(PFC) in electrical power systems was introduced. The method decou-

ples the grid and PFC characteristics to allow rating and comparison of

different PFC candidates by simple geometrical considerations in the

Power controller plane, introduced by Brochu at al in [8]. The method

extends the decoupling method introduced in [8] to power systems of

arbitrary size.

� The above mentioned method was used to compare the required ratings

of PFC:s to improve the power transfer capability in two test systems.

The studied devices were: the Phase Shifting Transformer (PST), the

Thyristor Switched Series Capacitor (TSSC)/Thyristor Switched Se-

ries Reactor (TSSR) and the Dynamic Power Flow Controller (DPFC).

Power oscillation damping and fast power flow control

� A simple generic model was proposed to serve as a basis for control de-

sign for Controlled Series Compensators (CSC) and DPFC:s for inter-

area power oscillation damping and power flow control in power grids

susceptible to oscillations of one dominating frequency mode.

� Estimation routines for estimation of the system model parameters

using the step response in the locally measured line power when a

series reactance change is executed at the FACTS device have been

derived.

In a power system accurately described by the system model:

� It has been shown that damping of inter-area oscillations of the above

type can be ideally achieved by changing the effective series reactance

in one discrete step at a suitable location in the power system.

� It has been shown that it is possible to ideally achieve damping of

power oscillations and determine the power flow on the FACTS line by

7



1 Introduction

extending the controller to modify the line reactance in two discrete

steps separated in time.

Adaptive time-discrete controllers for power oscillation damping and

power flow control intended for control of CSC:s and DPFC:s based on the

above principles have been designed and verified by means of time-domain

simulation of power system models of different complexities with good re-

sults.

Subsynchronous Resonance

� Four standard methods used to determine the electrical damping

of subsynchronous oscillations in series compensated power grids by

means of frequency scanning were studied and compared in a four-

machine test system. These methods can be used to detect if the

power system is susceptible to Subsynchronous Resonance (SSR). No-

table differences in the performance of the different methods were seen

and analyzed.

1.5 List of publications

This doctoral thesis includes the following papers:

Paper 1 N. P. Johansson, H-P. Nee and L. Ängquist, ”Estimation of Grid Pa-

rameters for The Control of Variable Series Reactance FACTS De-

vices”, Proceedings of the 2006 IEEE PES General Meeting, June 2006.

Paper 2 N. P. Johansson, H.-P. Nee and L. Ängquist, ”Discrete Open Loop Con-

trol for Power Oscillation damping utilizing Variable Series Reactance

FACTS Devices”, Proceedings of the Universities Power Engineering

Conference, pp. 785 - 789, September 2006.

Paper 3 N. P. Johansson, H.-P. Nee and L. Ängquist, ”An Adaptive Model Pre-

dictive Approach to Power Oscillation Damping utilizing Variable Se-
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IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery.

In addition the the papers mentioned above, the published works of the

author also include:

� M. Monge, N. Johansson, L. Ängquist and H-P Nee, ”Adaptive control

for power oscillation damping by means of a Thyristor Controlled Series
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Capacitor (TCSC)”, Proceedings of Universities Power Engineering

Conference (UPEC), September 2008.

� N. Johansson, ”Control of Dynamically Assisted Phase-shifting Trans-

formers”, Licentiate thesis, Royal institute of Technology - KTH, 2008,

ISBN 978-91-7178-879-5.

1.6 Outline

The thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 introduces some basic concepts and reviews the basics of power

system stability, mathematical modeling of power system dynamics,

and FACTS devices. The chapter also includes a literature study on

the published research on the DPFC and on control of CSC:s.

Chapter 3 treats power flow control studied in steady-state with focus on

how the grid characteristics affect the power flow controller capabilities

and introduces a new method for selection and rating of power flow

controllers.

Chapter 4 introduces the proposed control strategies for POD, transient

stability improvement and (fast) power flow control by means of CSC,

TSSC and DPFC devices.

Chapter 5 summarizes the study on different frequency scanning methods

to detect power system scenarios susceptible to SSR.

Chapter 6 concludes the results of the thesis work and suggests some topics

for future work.
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1.7 Terminology

In this thesis, controlled series compensation of transmission lines is dis-

cussed. Throughout the thesis, the term ”reactance” referring to the imagi-

nary part of an impedance variable will be used as a positive number if the

reactance is inductive and a negative number if the reactance is capacitive.

If a capacitor with the reactance XC is inserted in series with a transmission

line with reactance XL, the effective reactance of the line will be decreased,

XEff = XL +XC . This will be referred to as ”increasing the level of com-

pensation”, ”increasing the degree of compensation”, or simply ”increasing

the (series) compensation of the line”. Conversely, if a capacitor which was

connected in series with a line is bypassed, it will be referred to as ”decreas-

ing the level of compensation”, ”decreasing the degree of compensation”,

or simply ”decreasing the (series) compensation of the line”. The degree of

compensation is defined as −XC/XL, and it is usually expressed in per cent.

Only the fundamental, symmetric component of three-phase quantities is

considered in this thesis.

In the thesis, variables that denote the ”average” active power transmitted

on a transmission line or between two grid areas are used. In this context,

”average” means the average of the three-phase active power averaged over a

full cycle of the dominating power oscillation mode. Variables denoting the

”instantaneous” transmitted active power are also used. Here, ”instanta-

neous” power refers to the the three-phase active power which flows through

the transmission line or lines at a certain instant in time.

Damping of power oscillations is discussed in the thesis. A measure of

the damping of a certain mode of power oscillation can be found from the

eigenvalues of the linearized power system equations. If the real part σ of the

eigenvalues corresponding to a the mode of electro-mechanical oscillations

is negative, power oscillations of this frequency are likely to settle down.

This is referred to as a system with ”positive damping” of the oscillatory

mode in the text. If, on the other hand, the real part of the eigenvalues is

positive, the power oscillations are likely to grow indefinitely and the system

is then said to exhibit small-signal instability with a ”negative damping” of

the oscillatory mode.
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This chapter introduces some basic concepts and reviews the basics of power

system stability and modeling of power system dynamics. It also includes

an introduction to some of the most known FACTS controllers which can

be used to improve the transfer capability and controllability of an electrical

power system.

2.1 The concept of power transfer capability

Power transfer capability is defined by the North American Electric Relia-

bility Council (NERC) [9]:

”Transfer capability is the measure of the ability of interconnected electric

systems to reliably move or transfer power from one area to another over

all transmission lines (or paths) between those areas under specified system

conditions.”

Transfer capability is closely connected to the term Line loadability which

refers to the capability of a single transmission line to transmit power. It is

commonly given as a function of the line length where the acceptable power

on the line is given in per cent of the Surge Impedance Load (SIL) of the line.

This concept was first introduced by H. P. St Clair in 1953 [10]. Therefore,

the line loadability vs. line length relations are known as St. Clair curves.

The St. Clair curves (expressed in p. u. of SIL vs. line length) are close

to the same for all voltage levels and they are therefore a very valuable tool

for a power system planning engineer. Fig. 2.1 shows the original St. Clair

curves covering voltage levels between 34.5 kV and 330 kV and line lengths

13
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Figure 2.1: St. Clair curves from [10] valid for uncompensated overhead

lines at voltage levels between 34.5 kV and 330 kV.

up to 400 miles (640 km). Later, the work was extended to include longer

lines and higher voltage levels in [11].

The most important factors which limit the line loadability and thus define

the St. Clair curves are:

� Thermal limits, which is the limiting factor for lines up to about 80

km. If the thermal limit of a line is exceeded, the conductors risk

overheating.

� Voltage limits, which is the limiting factor for lines between approx-

imately 80 km and 320 km. Voltage limits refer to the demand that

the voltage along the line must be kept within acceptable limits.
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2.2 Stability of the electrical power system

� Stability limits, which is the limiting factor for lines longer than about

320 km. The power system must be able to survive through the tran-

sient and dynamic time periods following a disturbance. After a dis-

turbance, there is a risk of transient instability where power system

areas fall out of synchronism, and a risk of small-signal instability

where growing power oscillations may cause cascading outages. Both

scenarios may cause blackouts in the system and must be avoided.

The threats to the power system stability are further discussed in the

following section.

2.2 Stability of the electrical power system

Obviously, electric power systems need to be operated in a way which min-

imizes the risk of interruptions of the power flow from generating units to

end-consumers of power. Large efforts are therefore made to ensure that

the power system is stable also in the event of disturbances. The so called

N-1 criterion is commonly applied in power system operations. It states,

according to NERC [12], that it is necessary to:

”Operate the system so that it remains in a reliable condition even if a

contingency occurs, such as the loss of a key generator or transmission fa-

cility.”

Power system stability is classified according to IEEE [13] as shown in

Fig. 2.2. In the following sections, the threats to Small-signal angle stabil-

ity, Transient stability, Frequency stability, and Voltage stability are briefly

described. The phenomenon of Subsynchronous Resonance (SSR), which

falls outside of this stability classification, is also described.

2.2.1 Small-signal angle instability

Following any change in the electrical power system characteristics, oscil-

lations will be initiated. So called small-signal instability arises when the
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Figure 2.2: Classification of power system stability according to [13].

damping of one or several modes of power oscillation in an electrical power

system is negative. This means that the system is likely to be unstable in

the particular mode of operation. Such a situation is rarely found in an in-

tact power system, but it may arise when the system is severely strained by

high power transfers and line disconnections due to faults. Sustained power

oscillations with positive but low damping may also be harmful to the power

system stability since they may cause cascading outages of power lines due

to faulty tripping of distance protections. They also result in undesirable

strain of the turbine-generator axes at the power plants of the power system.

To improve the damping of power oscillations, Power System Stabilizers

(PSS) are commonly applied to the Automatic Voltage Regulators (AVR)

of the generators in the system. This method is effective, but in some cases

some modes may still be insufficiently damped during high loading condi-

tions even if PSS are applied and properly tuned. In these cases, it is possible

to add supplementary damping to the system by installation of FACTS de-

vices at suitable locations in the system. Series-connected devices like the

Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC), Thyristor Switched Series

Capacitor (TSSC), and the Dynamic Power Flow Controller (DPFC) are

among the most suitable for damping of power oscillations but also shunt

connected devices like the SVC (Static Var Compensator) can be used. In

this thesis, adaptive controllers for power oscillation damping using series

devices like the TCSC, TSSC, and DPFC are proposed.
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2.2.2 Transient instability

Transient instability may occur in a power grid between a single- or a group

of synchronous machines and the rest of the grid or between two grid areas.

This form of instability typically results when the power flow between the

single machine and the rest of the grid or between the two separate grid

areas cannot be maintained due to a fault on one of the interconnecting

lines. During the time of the fault, there is usually very little power transfer

on the interconnecting lines which alters the power balance in the system.

The sending end machine or machines are then accelerated since a surplus

of power is generated in the sending end and the receiving end machine or

machines are decelerated since a power shortage arises. If the fault is not

cleared sufficiently fast, the difference in electrical frequency between the

two systems may cause the voltage angle difference to increase above 180

degrees and the systems will fall out of phase, potentially causing blackouts

in the system. The equal-area criterion [1] can be used to determine whether

a particular system is stable or not when subject to a certain fault. For

each fault, a critical clearing time can be specified which determines the

maximum duration time of the fault that can be allowed before clearance

for the system to remain transiently stable. Transient instability is generally

seen in systems with weak interconnections with high series reactance. It

may be improved by installing series compensation on weak inter-ties or

by installation of FACTS devices in the system. In this thesis, a simple

control method to improve transient instability by means of a Controlled

Series Compensator (CSC) (e. g. TCSC, TSSC) or a Dynamic Power Flow

Controller (DPFC) is proposed.

2.2.3 Frequency instability

The total generated active power and the active power load in the power

system must at all times be kept equal. If this criterion is not met, the

electrical frequency of the system will start to change. If there is excess

load, rotational energy is extracted from the synchronous machines, slowing

down the electrical frequency and if the generation is larger then the load,

the excess energy will accelerate the machines, causing the electrical fre-
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quency to increase. To avoid frequency instability, there are several different

systems which are designed to keep the load and generation of the power

system equal. These are usually characterized as primary control, secondary

control and tertiary control. Primary control is automatic and achieved by

applying dedicated frequency controllers to a number of generating units in

the system. These work to increase the generation of the unit if the grid

frequency decreases and decrease the generation if the frequency increases.

This regulation is usually applied to water power plants, if available, where

the power can be changed rapidly by changing the water flow through the

turbines. Secondary control is used when a larger disturbance is present,

which makes the primary controllers saturate at their upper or lower limits.

Here, the power reference values provided to generating units in the system

by the Transmission System Operator (TSO) are changed to counteract the

disturbance and restore the frequency to the nominal value. Tertiary control

is an automatic response which is initiated if the system frequency is signif-

icantly reduced from the nominal value. This happens when the generating

units are incapable of further increases in power generation. The action is

shedding parts of the load in the system. This is a dreaded situation which

the TSO:s try hard to avoid. Frequency instability is not treated at any

length in this thesis and this concludes the brief review of the subject.

2.2.4 Voltage instability

Voltage instability typically occurs when the generators in the power sys-

tem cannot provide (or consume) enough reactive power in order to keep

the system voltages within specified limits. The problem commonly arises

as a result of one or several faults which are cleared by disconnecting lines

or generators in the system. It is not uncommon that voltage instability

is a slow process which is affected by tap-changer operations in the grid

and the limits of the voltage regulators of the generating units. Automati-

cally controlled tap-changers which are installed to keep the voltage within

predefined levels in distribution grids are necessary, but they are generally

deteriorating the voltage stability of the power grid. When a low-voltage

situation occurs, the tap-changers operate to increase the voltage in the dis-

tribution network. This, in turn, often increases the load in the system due
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to the voltage dependence of the loads, resulting in a system which is more

strained. Voltage instability is not treated in this thesis, but it is recognized

that it may be improved by operating FACTS devices like the TCSC or the

DPFC appropriately when the instability is detected.

2.2.5 Subsynchronous resonance

Subsynchronous Resonance (SSR) is a phenomenon where the electrical

power system exchanges oscillating energy with the mechanical turbine-

generator system of a certain generator in the system. SSR occurs in power

systems with capacitive series compensation which may be fixed or variable

like in the TSSC and DPFC devices. The presence of series compensating

elements in a power system makes the system exhibit an electrical resonance

frequency which may be in the subsynchronous range. If a power system

with a nominal frequency f0 has a resonance frequency of fer such that the

complementary frequency fr = f0 − fer closely matches a resonance fre-

quency of the mechanical system of one generator in the system, SSR occurs

if this oscillation mode is badly damped. SSR may cause fatigue and eventu-

ally failure of the turbine shaft of the affected generator. Fig. 2.3 illustrates

IEEE:s first benchmark system for study of SSR [14]. The mechanical part

of this system, modeling the turbine-generator system with one generator,

four turbines (HP, LP1, LP2 and LP3) and one exciter, exhibits five different

torsional resonance frequencies fn1−5. If one of these matches the comple-

mentary of the electrical resonance frequency fer, which can be calculated

as shown in Fig. 2.3, SSR has the potential to occur.

SSR is usually divided into three categories:

1. Induction generator effect - This is a purely electrical phenomenon

where an oscillation in the power system at the resonance frequency fer
which is assumed to be subsynchronous causes currents to flow in the

armature of the generator. Since the rotor circuits turn faster than the

rotating magnetic field produced by these currents, the rotor resistance

to subsynchronous currents seen from the armature terminals will be

negative. If this negative resistance exceeds the sum of the effective
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Figure 2.3: A simple system for SSR studies (IEEE 1:st benchmark model).

armature and grid resistances, the electrical system will be self-excited

and growing oscillations may occur.

2. Torsional interaction - This is the interplay between the mechanical

and electrical systems when small signal disturbances excites the nat-

ural resonance frequency fer of the compensated power system. Such

oscillations yield rotor torque oscillations of the generator shafts in the

system with the frequency fr = f0 − fer. If this frequency matches

one of the torsional resonance frequencies fn of the turbine-generator

shafts, sustained or growing oscillations may occur.

3. Torque amplification - In case of a system disturbance, undesired

pulsating electro-magnetic torques on the generator rotors in a power

system may occur. In a system with capacitive series compensation, a

disturbance will result in rotor torques oscillating with the frequency

f0 − fer. If this frequency is close to a torsional resonance frequency

fn, the resulting torque oscillations has the potential to be much larger

than those which would occur in a system with no series compensation

due to the resonance between the electrical and mechanical systems oc-

curing in the series compensated system. This phenomenon is referred

to as shaft torque amplification. Even higher torques may result if the

timing of the fault clearance is such that it reinforces the oscillation

initiated when the fault occured.
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The SSR phenomenon [15] has been studied since the well known incidents

at the Mohave generator in Arizona, USA in 1970 and 1971 where the gen-

erator shaft was subject to a growing vibration which lead to shaft damage

and insulation failure [16]. This is the only reported case of shaft damage

caused by SSR to date.

In this thesis, a study of different methods of frequency scanning to detect

if SSR is likely to occur in a certain power grid is performed.

2.3 Mathematical modeling of electrical power

systems

In this chapter, a brief introduction to modeling of power system dynamics

is given. The aim of the chapter is to review the basics necessary for under-

standing the approaches to system modeling and power oscillation damping

described in this thesis. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with stan-

dard static load flow analysis. This topic can for example be studied in

[1].

A power system consists of many different types of elements. Some of these

are purely passive, like resistances, capacitances and inductances and others,

like rotating machines and FACTS devices are highly complex, dynamic, and

controlled devices.

A model used to describe power system dynamics usually includes the

following elements:

� Synchronous machines - These are typically generator models which

may include models of exciters, AVR, and PSS.

� Transmission lines - These are commonly modeled as inductive ele-

ments with shunt capacitors connected at each node (a so-called π-

model) to represent the distributed capacitances to ground but also

more detailed models with distributed capacitances are used. The re-

sistance of the lines may or may not be included in the model.
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� Loads - These are commonly divided into active power loads and re-

active power loads. These may or may not have a voltage dependence

and/or a frequency dependence.

The level of detail included in a model is dependent on what the model

is intended for. In a simulator, very detailed models may be used thanks to

the advances in computer technology. In contrast, when a model is used as

a basis for control design, a less detailed modeling approach may be adopted

in order to simplify the control design or due to a limitation in computa-

tional power of the implementation platform. In the following sections, one

modeling approach will be briefly reviewed.

In the the following, the per unit system is generally assumed to be used

for expressing voltages, currents, power and impedances. We will consider

only balanced (symmetrical) operation of the power systems and single-line

diagrams are used to describe the three-phase systems.

2.3.1 Classical model for a single-machine system

The basic equations of motion for a single synchronous generator are derived

in [1]. Consider the system where a single synchronous generator is connected

to an infinite bus as shown in Fig. 2.4. The dynamic equations of this system

can be written as:

2H

ω0

dω

dt
+Kdω = P ′

m − P ′
e (2.1)

with the variables

θ = rotor angle relative to a synchronously rotating reference frame [rad],

ω = dθ
dt=angular frequency for rotor oscillations relative to synchronously

rotating reference frame [rad/s],

H = constant of inertia [s], and the parameters

ω0 = nominal electrical angular frequency [rad/s],

Kd = damping constant [p.u./(rad/s)],

P ′
m = mechanical power at turbine [p.u.],

P ′
e = electrical power from generator [p.u.].
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Figure 2.4: Synchronous generator connected to an infinite bus.

The constant of inertia corresponds to the ratio between the kinetic energy

Wkin of the machine and turbine at nominal speed and the nominal power

rating of the machine SN ,

H =
Wkin

SN
=

1
2ω

2
0mJ

SN
(2.2)

with J denoting the combined moment of inertia of generator and turbine

and ω0m the rated mechanical angular velocity of the machine.

In the derivation of Eq. (2.1) it was assumed that the electrical frequency

of the system only deviates by small oscillations around the nominal fre-

quency. In order to simplify the solution of (2.1), some assumptions are

commonly introduced.

� The damping is neglected, that is Kd is set to zero.

� The mechanical power P ′
m is assumed to be constant. This is plausible

if we are interested in events which occur within a time-scale of a few

seconds.

� The synchronous machine is modeled as a constant voltage source be-

hind a reactance. This reactance is usually set equal to the machine

transient reactance x′d when power oscillations are studied.

� The power flow in the system is assumed to be governed by the static

load flow equations.
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If the load at the generator node in Fig. 2.4 is neglected and the trans-

mission line to the infinite bus is represented as one reactance xl, neglecting

losses and shunt capacitances, the equations of motion can be written:

ω̇ =
ω0

2H
(P ′

m − EU

x′d + xl
sin(θ)) (2.3)

θ̇ = ω (2.4)

Here, the voltage phasor at the generator is given as E � θ and the infinite

bus voltage phasor is given as U � 0. The magnitudes of these voltages are

assumed to be constant. Equations (2.3) and (2.4) form a system of differen-

tial equations which can be solved analytically or, more conveniently, using

numerical methods. The equal-area criterion [1] can be used in order to de-

termine whether the system is transiently stable or not, given a set of initial

conditions and the nature of the fault. The right-hand side of (2.3) governs

the system behavior after a disturbance. The stationary solution to the sys-

tem of equations is obtained when P ′
m equals P ′

e. The dynamical solutions

are either sinusoidal oscillations in θ and ω, so called electro-mechanical os-

cillations, or the angle θ grows towards infinity with time. The first case

corresponds to the power oscillations which are very often seen in power

systems after a disturbance and the second case results when a serious fault

occurs which leads to a loss of synchronism in the system.

2.3.2 Classical model for a multiple-machine system

The mathematical model for the single-machine system given in the previous

section is naturally of limited value when real power systems are considered.

Its value lies in illustrating the principles of operation of the power system

and it may be used for simplified calculations. In this section, the mathe-

matical model is extended to include a power system with multiple machines

and loads [1], [17]. The same assumptions as in the simple case are made

with the addition that the loads are considered as impedances which rep-

resent the load before the disturbance. A schematic picture of the power

system is shown in Fig. 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the multiple machine power system.

The system has n sources and the injected currents at the source nodes

are given by the phasor equation

Ī = Ȳ · Ē, (2.5)

with

Ī = (Ī1, Ī2,..., Īn), (2.6)

Ē = (Ē1, Ē2,..., Ēn). (2.7)

Here, the admittance matrix with the impedance load representations in-

cluded is given by Ȳ with the elements

Ȳij = Yij = Gij + jBij . (2.8)

This reduced network matrix has the dimensions n x n and describes the

power grid and the loads as they appear seen from the inner voltages of the

generators. The active power from generator i is given by

P ′
ei = Re(Ēi · Ī∗i ), (2.9)

which can be written as

P ′
ei = Re(Ēi(

∑
j

ȲijĒj)
∗) (2.10)
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= E2
i Gii +

∑
i �=‘j

EiEj(Bij sin(θi − θj) +Gij cos(θi − θj)). (2.11)

Here, the voltage phase angles for the internal voltages of the generators

have been introduced as θ1 ... θn. The equations of motion for the whole

system can now be written as

ω̇i =
ω0
2Hi

(P ′
mi − P ′

ei) (2.12)

θ̇i = ωi. (2.13)

where P ′
ei is defined by (2.11). This system of equations now consists of 2n

coupled differential equations of the first order. The system can be described

by introducing the state vector

x = (θ1,...,θn, ω1,...,ωn)
T , (2.14)

which satisfies the differential equation

ẋ = f(x). (2.15)

Solving (2.15) for systems with more than two generators is complicated

and the problem is often simplified by linearizing the system around one

operating point x0. The linearized system equations are given by

Δẋ =
∂f

∂x
Δx (2.16)

with the Jacobian matrix ∂f
∂x whose elements are given by

(
∂f

∂x

)
ij

=
∂fi
∂xj

. (2.17)

The solution to the linearized system is determined by the eigenvalues and

eigenvectors of the Jacobian matrix.

In many cases, the classical model for the generator does not have the

sufficient complexity to describe the dynamics of the machine. This is for

example the case when the aim is to study the impact of PSS on a power
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grid. In such a case, a structure-preserving model [18] can be applied. This

model includes the dynamics governing the internal EMF of the machine. It

also allows the loads in the power system to be modeled with characteristics

differing from the pure impedance type.

The eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix derived from the linearization of

the chosen system model indicate the different frequencies present in the so-

lution of the system equations and the damping of these modes of oscillation.

For a stable power system, all eigenvalues of the state matrix must lie in the

left half plane. If one of the modes has a positive real part, the system will

exhibit small-signal instability and continuous operation of the system will

not be possible.

Any change in the power system variables, like load changes, line discon-

nections or fault situations results in a system which is not in steady state.

In such a case, oscillations will be initiated in the system. These oscilla-

tions will be observable in all system variables. Every oscillation frequency,

however, is not observable to the same extent in all system variables. From

the linearized system equations, the observability of each frequency mode in

each of the system variables can be calculated.

Generally, the modes in the solution corresponding to the eigenvalues

which have the largest real parts (hence the lowest damping) are the so-

called electro-mechanical oscillations of the system. These are modes which

are connected to the oscillation of the voltage phase angles and rotational

speed of the different machines in the system. Any instantaneous imbalance

in the power flow in the system leads to power oscillations between the syn-

chronous machines. These modes can be classified in local modes which are

associated with machines in one power system area with frequencies in the

range of 0.7-2.0 Hz and inter-area oscillation modes with frequencies in the

range of 0.1-0.7 Hz. The local modes are almost always present in a power

system while the inter-area modes are especially seen in systems where one

power system area is connected to another by long transmission lines.
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2.4 FACTS devices and their control

The definition of a Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) is according

to the IEEE:

”Alternating current transmission systems incorporating power

electronics-based and other static controllers to enhance controllability

and increase power transfer capability.”

The definition of a FACTS controller is, according to the IEEE:

”A power electronics-based system or other static equipment that provide

control of one or more AC transmission system parameters.”

In this chapter, a brief review of the principles behind the most common

FACTS topologies is given. Special attention is given to the DPFC and the

devices which are closest related to the DPFC, namely the PST and the

TCSC/TSSC. For these devices, an additional review on the recent research

on control aspects is carried out.

2.4.1 Power electronic converters

FACTS devices are commonly based on power electronics. Power electronics

include controllable devices like the Thyristor and the Insulated Gate Bipolar

Transistor (IGBT) but also passive devices like capacitors and inductors.

The details on power electronics are omitted in this thesis but the interested

reader may refer to [19] for further information.

Many of the FACTS devices that are currently used are based on con-

verters. These may be either a Voltage-Source Converter (VSC), where the

voltage feeding the converter is kept almost constant by means of a large

capacitor, or a current-source converter, where instead the feeding current

is kept unchanged using a large inductor.
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The principal function of the voltage-source converter is to convert the

constant direct voltage on one side of the converter to an alternating voltage

on the other side by switching the power electronic devices in a controlled

manner. Using appropriate converter technology, it is possible to vary the

alternating output voltage in phase as well as in magnitude. If the storage

capacity of the DC capacitor is small and no external supply to the DC side

exists, the converter cannot supply active power to the AC grid during any

substantial amount of time and the device is restricted to interchange reac-

tive power with the AC grid. The function of the current-source converter is

to present the direct current to the AC side as an alternating current by ap-

propriate switching of the power electronic devices. This current is variable

in phase and amplitude.

The details of the converter types will not be discussed here since this

topic is not considered to be within the scope of this thesis. A more thorough

discussion of this topic is found in [19].

2.4.2 Shunt-connected FACTS devices

The primary task of shunt-connected FACTS devices is usually to provide

voltage support in the power grid. However, they may also be used to

improve the transient stability in a power grid and to damp power oscillations

even though series connected devices often are a more effective choice for

these tasks.

Some of the most important shunt-connected FACTS devices are shown in

Fig. 2.6. In Fig. 2.6 (a), the Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM)

is depicted. In this configuration, a VSC is used to balance the reactive

power need of the grid by automatically controlling the VSC output voltage

magnitude. A STATCOM can also be used as an active filter to reduce

harmonics in the grid. In Fig. 2.6 (b), a STATCOM with energy storage is

shown. It can provide active power support in addition to improving the

reactive power balance in the system, see [20] and [21].
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A collection of different Static Var Compensators (SVC) are shown in

Fig. 2.6 (c)-(d) and (f)-(g). This group of devices work by inserting a vari-

able reactive load in shunt with the power line, thereby improving the reac-

tive power balance. In Fig. 2.6 (c), a Thyristor Switched Capacitor (TSC) is

seen. This device consists of a high voltage capacitor which is connected to

the grid by a high power thyristor unit. In a practical installation, a small

series inductor is also included in the topology. To avoid excessive currents,

the switchings of the thyristors are determined according to a point-of-wave

approach which switches the thyristors when the voltage across the capac-

itor reaches its lowest value during the fundamental frequency cycle. The

TSC represents a single capacitive admittance which may be connected to

the power grid. In order to achieve step-wise control of the admittance,

several TSC elements can be connected in parallel. Fig. 2.6 (d) may repre-

sent both a Thyristor Switched Reactor (TSR) and a Thyristor Controlled

Reactor (TCR). The TSR is a shunt reactor which is either fully connected

or disconnected to the grid. To achieve step-wise control of the reactive

power consumption, several TSR units may be connected at the same node.

In contrast to the TSR, the TCR works with a firing angle control of the

thyristor valves to control the effective shunt reactance of one reactor.

Fig. 2.6 (f) and (g) show mechanically switched shunt reactances which

may also be used in the power system in coordination with the other shunt

devices to form a Static Var System (SVS). Finally, Fig. 2.6 (e) shows a

Thyristor Controlled Braking Resistor (TCBR) which can be used to aid

power system stability by minimizing acceleration of generating units during

a disturbance. With this device, firing angle control is optional.

2.4.3 Series-connected FACTS devices

Series-connected FACTS devices are commonly used for power flow con-

trol, power oscillation damping, and transient stability improvement. They

may also be used to improve voltage stability even though shunt-connected

FACTS are usually more effective in this respect.
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Figure 2.6: Different shunt-connected FACTS devices: (a) Static Syn-

chronous Compensator (STATCOM), (b) STATCOM with en-

ergy storage, (c) Thyristor Switched Capacitor (TSC), (d)

Thyristor Switched Reactor (TSR) or Thyristor Controlled

Reactor (TCR), (e) Thyristor Controller Braking Resistor

(TCBR), (f)-(g) Mechanically switched reactances.
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Some of the key series-connected FACTS devices are shown in Fig. 2.7.

In Fig. 2.7 (a), a Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC) is shown.

This device is capable of injecting a variable voltage in quadrature with the

line current. In this way, the active and reactive power flow on the line can

be changed. Fig. 2.7 (b) shows a SSSC with energy storage. This device can

inject a voltage of variable magnitude and angle in series with the line during

a transient period of time and a voltage in quadrature with the line current

with no limit on the duration. The energy storage extends the working

region of the SSSC which is especially useful in a disturbance situation.

In Fig. 2.7 (c), the Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC) is shown.

The picture may also be used to illustrate the Thyristor Switched Series

Capacitor (TSSC), even if this device often consists of several units of the

same type connected in series. The TCSC device acts as a variable series

reactance in the grid when the firing angle of the thyristor valves is changed.

It consists basically of a TCR which is connected in parallel to a series

capacitor. The TSSC is in contrast to the TCSC not operated with firing

angle control and it is therefore either connected or disconnected to the grid.

Here a step-wise variable line impedance can be achieved if several thyristor

controlled units are connected in series. The functional properties of the

TCSC and the TSSC are discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.6.

Finally, in Fig. 2.7 (d), the Thyristor Controlled Series Reactor (TCSR) or

Thyristor Switched Series Reactor is shown. This device may be controlled

with firing angle control (TCSR) or with fixed angle control (TSSR) analo-

gously with the TCSC and TSSC. This device may change its impedance in

the region between the impedance of the two reactors in the circuit connected

in parallel and the impedance of the reactor in parallel to the TCR.

In this thesis, the denotation Controllable Series Compensators (CSC) is

used to describe the devices TCSC, TSSC, TCSR and TSSR as a group. A

lot of work is devoted to control of CSC:s in this thesis and a review of the

research in this field is given in Section 2.4.7.
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Figure 2.7: Different series-connected FACTS devices: (a) Static Syn-

chronous Series Compensator (SSSC), (b) SSSC with energy

storage, (c) Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC) or

Thyristor Switched Series Capacitor (TSSC), (d) Thyristor

Controlled Series Reactor (TCSR) or Thyristor Switched Series

Reactor (TSSR).
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2.4.4 Combined shunt- and series-connected FACTS devices

Combinations of shunt- and series-connected FACTS technology provide ad-

ditional functionality to the FACTS device. The most known device of this

type is the Phase-Shifting Transformer (PST), which is widely used through-

out the world. The topology is based on one shunt transformer - the exciting

unit, and one series transformer - the boost unit. The exciter unit is equipped

with a tap-changer which is used to change the phase angle shift of the de-

vice. By inserting a series voltage in quadrature with the line voltage, the

PST is capable of changing the voltage phase angle difference across a line,

leading to a change in the power flow on the line. While the phase-shifting

transformer is traditionally based on mechanical switches for tap-changing,

faster devices, based on thyristor controlled tap-changers, have been pro-

posed. Fig. 2.8 (a) shows a Thyristor Controlled Phase-Shifting Transformer

(TCPST). In the traditional version of the PST, the thyristor valves in the

figure are exchanged by mechanical switches. Most installations of PST:s

around the world are based on mechanical switches making it a slow device

with a response time in the range of 10 s for one step of the tap-changer.

In this work, the main assumption has therefore been that the considered

PST:s are of this type.

A device which has recieved a lot of interest recently is the Unified Power

Flow Controller (UPFC), see Fig. 2.8 (b). This device is a combination

between a STATCOM unit and an SSSC unit. The active power to support

the series unit (SSSC) is obtained from the line itself via the shunt unit

(STATCOM). By means of this device, reactive and active power on a line

can be controlled independently. Also, the device is capable of controlling

the line voltage. With this functionality, the UPFC is known as a complete

FACTS controller. However, due to its complexity and cost of installation

it has not yet been installed in any great numbers around the world.

One main topic of this thesis is the Dynamic Power Flow Controller

(DPFC) [22], which can be said to provide a low cost alternative to the

UPFC. The DPFC, drawn in Fig. 2.8 (c), is a combination of one tradi-

tional PST and a TSSC/TSSR, which provides a set of thyristor controlled

reactance steps connected in series with the line. A Mechanically switched
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Shunt Capacitor (MSC) is optional in the DPFC configuration, depending

on the system reactive power requirements. In this thesis, a DPFC without

an MSC has been considered.

The DPFC configuration has a much faster dynamic performance than

a traditional PST and it is capable of rapidly controlling the active and

reactive power transmitted through a line. The main advantages of the

DPFC in relation to a common PST are:

(1) The speed of the power flow control of the DPFC is much

higher than that of the PST. This means that the DPFC can be used for

power oscillation damping and transient stability improvement in the power

system. The DPFC is also more suitable for corrective control following a

contingency where the power flows in the system can be rapidly altered using

the TSSC/TSSR.

(2) The DPFC allows for reactive power support and control

of the reactive power flow of the line. This feature can be used for

improvement of system voltage stability/recovery. For example, it can be

used to give fast voltage support in an overload situation by engaging full

capacitive compensation of the TSSC. In some networks, the reactive power

consumption of a regular PST is unacceptable. By using a DPFC instead,

the TSSC can be used to compensate for the tap-dependent series inductance

of the PST.

With these features, the DPFC can be used for power flow control, power

oscillation damping, transient stability improvement, and voltage stability

improvement. In this thesis, strategies for the first three tasks have been

developed, where the voltage stability issues have been left as future work.

2.4.5 Basic functionality of the PST

The PST is a device which is used for power flow control in order to relieve

congestions and minimize power losses in power grids. There are many

different topologies for the PST. Functionally, one of the most important

distinctions is between the asymmetrical and the symmetrical PST. This
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Figure 2.8: Combined series- and shunt-connected FACTS devices: (a)

Thyristor Controlled Phase-Shifting Transformer (TCPST),

(b) Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC), (c) Dynamic Power

Flow Controller (DPFC), drawn with no MSC. Only the equip-

ment for one phase is shown for each device.

refers to the capability of the PST to inject a voltage directly in quadrature

with the line voltage resulting in an alteration in the voltage magnitude

(asymmetrical) or that of a voltage injection capability which alters the line

voltage angle with no change in the line voltage magnitude (symmetrical).

This may be accomplished with either a single-core or a two-core design. The

topology of a two-core asymmetric design PST is shown in Fig. 2.9 and a

two-core symmetric design is shown in Fig. 2.10. The design of the so called

”quadrature booster” PST in Fig. 2.9 clearly illustrates the principle behind

phase shifters. Here a the voltage of each phase is fed to a shunt transformer

which is tap controlled. The voltage difference between the voltages on the
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Figure 2.9: Two-core asymmetric design phase-shifting transformer (pic-

ture from ABB).

secondary sides of the shunt transformers corresponding to the first phase

and the one corresponding to the second phase is then a voltage in quadrature

with the voltage of the third phase. This voltage difference is added in series

with the third phase by means of a series transformer. The result is a voltage

phase and magnitude shift of the third phase according to Fig. 2.11 (c). The

same principle is used for all three phases to finalize the design of the PST.

In Fig. 2.11 (a), the phase shifts in all three phases accomplished by an

ideal (symmetric) PST are shown. In Fig. 2.11 (b) and (c) the voltage pha-

sors of one phase before and after the PST are shown for an ideal symmetric

and an ideal asymmetric PST topology. Note that the asymmetric design

alters the voltage magnitude, whereas a symmetric design does not.

In order to get a more accurate description of the electrical characteristics

of the PST, the internal series impedance of the PST must be taken into

account. This value will be dependent on the selected tap of the shunt

transformer. In Fig. 2.12 (a), the PST is schematically depicted including

the PST impedance Z̄T=RT+jXT . In Fig. 2.12 (b), the voltage phasors of

one phase on both sides of the PST are shown as well as the voltage phasor
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Figure 2.10: Two-core symmetric design phase-shifting transformer (pic-

ture from ABB).
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Figure 2.11: Principal voltage shifts for different PST topologies: (a) Phase

shifts of a symmetric PST - all phases, (b) Phase shift of

a symmetric PST - one phase shown, (c) Phase shift of an

asymmetric PST ”Quadbooster”- one phase shown (pictures

from ABB).
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Figure 2.12: (a) Principal schematic of a PST with denotations, (b) Phasor

diagram of the advancing and retarding angles including the

influence of the PST series impedance shown for one phase.
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at an imaginary point excluding the impedance of the device. This is done

both when the PST supplies an advance and a retardation to the voltage

phase angle.

In the case of an advancing phase angle, the PST ideally gives a phase

angle shift of Δθadv0. However, the current passing through the device gives a

phase retardation of β yielding a total phase advancement of Δθadv=Δθadv0-

β. In the case with a retarding phase angle, the PST gives a phase shift of

Δθret0 ideally and the current passing through the device impedance adds

another angle β to the total phase shift Δθret=Δθret0+β. The value and

sign of the angle β can be calculated with the knowledge of the values of the

device impedance, current and the load power factor.

The series impedance of a PST is dependent on the tap settings of the tap

changer used in the particular topology. Often, it increases from its value at

zero phase shift both when the angle is advanced and when it is retarded to

reach a maximum value at the extreme angle shifts.

The phase-shifting capability of installed (ABB) PST:s range from ± 10

degrees to about ± 70 degrees depending on power grid requirements with

voltage ratings in the range of 100 kV to 400 kV and power ratings between

100 MVA and 1600 MVA (throughput power).

2.4.6 Basic functionality of the TCSC and the TSSC

The work in this thesis on TCSC and TSSC concerns the outer loop of

control which determines the value of the series reactance that should be

selected at a particular instant. There is also an inner loop of control for

each device which determines the firing angle of the thyristor valves. This

loop determines how to switch the thyristors in order to achieve the reactance

value for the device selected by the outer loop. Even if this control loop is not

taken into account in this work it is briefly reviewed here for completeness.

The TCSC and the TSSC can topologically be seen as the same device,

that is a series capacitor which is connected in parallel with a thyristor

switched reactor. However, in the TSSC case, the reactor inductance is
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Figure 2.13: (a) Principal schematic of a TSSC with three different capac-

itor units, (b) Principal schematic of a TCSC.

generally chosen to be very small whereas the inductive reactance in the

TCSC case is usually in the range of 5-20 % of the capacitor reactance. The

TSSC usually consists of several thyristor switched units in series as is seen

in Fig. 2.13 (a) whereas the TCSC is more commonly used as a single phase-

angle controlled unit as in Fig. 2.13 (b) even if series connected installations

exist.

The operation of the thyristors in the two different devices is also quite

different:

In the TSSC, the thyristors are always turned on at instants with zero

(minimum) capacitor voltage to minimize the surge current through the

switches. The thyristors are then naturally turned off as the current through

the devices passes through zero. This mode of operation yields a device
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where the capacitors in the circuit is either fully connected in series with

the line or fully disconnected, avoiding any introduction of harmonics in the

power grid. With a scheme of several switched capacitive units, the TSSC

can control the degree of series compensation of the line in steps depending

on the chosen values for the different capacitive units. It should be noted,

however, that the demand for zero-voltage turn on of the thyristor valves

introduces a delay of up to one full cycle for bypassing series capacitors in

the circuit. This delay limits the speed of control of the TSSC.

The TCSC is, on the other hand, operated by changing the conduction

time of the thyristor valve by controlling the fire angle, α. Using this strategy,

the actual fundamental frequency reactance of the device may be changed

in a continuous manner. The variable reactive impedance of the device can

be written as

XTCSC(α) =
XCXL(α)

XL(α) +XC
(2.18)

with XL(α) as the fundamental frequency reactance of the TCR branch

which is variable with the firing angle and XC being the fixed reactance of

the capacitor (which is a negative number). XL(α) is variable in the region

XL0 ≤ XL(α) ≤ ∞ withXL0 denoting the reactance of the TCR branch with

the thyristors fully conducting. The delay angle α is defined as the delay

angle for the thyristor valve turn on measured from the crest of the capacitor

voltage (or equivalently, the zero crossing of the line current) [19]. From

(2.18) it can be seen that parallel resonance occurs when XL(α) = −XC

which leads to a TCSC impedance which is theoretically infinite. To avoid

the resonance region, TCSC operation is inhibited in a region αLlim ≤ α ≤
αClim around the resonance angle αr. The operation region of the TCSC is

illustrated in Fig. 2.14.

The static model of the TCSC presented above provides some insight into

the function of the device. To understand the dynamic properties of the

device, a more detailed study is required. Since this thesis does not focus on

these issues, this part is omitted. A more elaborate discussion on the TCSC

properties can be found in [19].
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Figure 2.14: TCSC reactance versus thyristor turn on delay angle.

2.4.7 Previous work on control of FACTS devices

Since the DPFC topology includes a phase-shifting transformer and a con-

trollable series reactance, it is meaningful to take a look at the published

research on the control of PST and TCSC/TSSC devices. A massive amount

of research related to control of TCSC:s has been performed during the last

10-20 years while only a smaller amount of research has been reported on

automatic control of PST:s. In the following sections, a brief review on the

published research on automatic control of PST:s and TCSC/TSSC is given

together with a review of the published research on the DPFC.

Control of phase-shifting transformers

The control of a PST is usually operated manually by the TSO in the par-

ticular power grid where the device is placed. The impact on the line power
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flows of a certain change in phase angle at a particular PST is dependent

on the grid parameters. This dependence is subject to change if the grid

topology changes, for example as a result of a disturbance in the grid. A

steady-state model for the dependence of the line power flows on the phase

angle shift of a PST situated somewhere in a power system is given in [23].

Using this model, the active power Pij through a line with a PST and the

power Ppq through another line in the same system can be written:

Pij = P 0
ij +Δθijξ

ij
Δθ (2.19)

Ppq = P 0
pq +Δθijξ

pq
Δθ. (2.20)

Here, the phase shift angle of the PST is given as Δθij and the Phase Shifter

Distribution Factors (PSDF) given by ξ can be calculated with the knowledge

of the admittance matrix of the grid as

ξijΔθ =
∂Pij

∂Δθ = yij(1 + yij(2cij − cii − cjj)) (2.21)

ξpqΔθ =
∂Ppq

∂Δθ = ypqyij(cpj − cpi + cqi − cqj) (2.22)

with yij and cij denoting the element at row i and column j in the admittance

matrix and the inverse admittance matrix respectively.

Recently, attention has been given to the issue of coordinated control of

PST:s. In interconnected grids with multiple phase shifters, it is a com-

plicated task to determine how the PST:s should be controlled in order to

optimize the grid losses and security margins. One automatic control method

for coordinated control of multiple PST:s based on the steady-state load flow

model described above is given in [23]. The controller successfully uses the

method of Linear least squares to calculate the optimal settings for mul-

tiple PST:s in the Dutch and Belgian power grids, achieving a previously

known loading target of the cross border flows. It is noted, however, that it

is essential that the admittance matrix is updated when a topology chang-

ing disturbance occurs since the PSDF may change significantly in such an

event, causing the controller to fail.

Another automatic control approach [24], focusing on the different objec-

tives that may arise for different TSO:s in an interconnected power system,
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uses game theory to develop a control scheme for control of multiple phase

shifters. The proposed solution is the Nash equilibrium of a sequence of opti-

mizations performed by the various TSO:s, each of them taking into account

the other TSO:s’ control settings as well as operating constraints relative to

the whole system.

Optimal power flow (OPF) is another popular approach to control of power

flow controllers. In [25], Security constrained OPF is used to minimize the

transit flow experienced by a TSO inside an interconnection by means of

controlling multiple PST devices. The control algorithm converges to the

correctively secure operating point where the transit flows are at the lowest

possible level. The control method can be used to find the best possible

combination of pre- and post-contingency PST adjustments, where limits on

the corrective control actions are specified. OPF was also used for power

flow control by means of PST:s in [26] and [27], to relieve overloads and

control voltages by means of a UPFC in [28] and by means of SVC:s and

TCSC:s in [29].

Application examples of PST installations in Europe are for example given

for the interconnection between Northern Ireland and Ireland in [30] and for

the PST:s installed in Great Britain in [31].

Control of the TCSC and the TSSC

There has been a lot of research in the field of control of controlled series

compensation. Most of the work has been done on the outer loop of control

of the devices, that is, assuming that the device acts as a fast controllable re-

actance connected in series with one transmission line in the grid. The focus

of most research in the field has been to use controllable series compensators

to damp inter-area oscillations and to improve the transient stability of the

power system. The proposed approaches include traditional pole placement

techniques, robust control, adaptive control, and non-linear control.

The work on switched series compensators dates back to 1966 with E. W.

Kimbarks classic paper on stability improvement [32] where he shows the
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benefit of switched series compensation for improvement of transient stability

in power systems. He also shows that it is possible to significantly reduce

any subsequent power oscillations after a disturbance in a power system by

switching in a suitable series capacitor at a suitable location at the time of

the fault. More work on bang-bang control of switched capacitors was done

in the 1970:s where optimal control laws for damping of power oscillations in

a one machine - infinite bus system in minimum time with a small number

of capacitor switchings were developed [33] [34]. These control laws were

based on a Hamiltonian approach where the power system characteristics are

known after the disturbance and the voltage phase angle at the generator

is known to the controller. Other approaches to time-optimal control of

switched series capacitors for transient stability improvement and oscillation

damping were proposed in the late 1990:s with the works of D. N. Kosterev

et. al. [35] and J. Chang et. al. [36]. These authors use an energy function

approach together with numerical phase plane analysis to determine the

switching instants for the time optimal controller which stabilizes the system

by means of a small number of switching events. Both authors also move

on to design a suboptimal control scheme which is more robust and better

suited for stabilization of complex power systems.

All of the above mentioned schemes aim at time-optimal control of any

transients following a fault, that is both transient stability improvement and

oscillation damping. In most recent works, however, it is common to use

two controllers, one for transient stability improvement and one for power

oscillation damping. The transient stability controller is usually a controller

which utilizes an open-loop preprogrammed response to severe disturbances.

The damping controller is usually a closed loop controller designed using

control theory of some kind.

With the invent of the continuously controllable TCSC in the late 1980:s,

more conventional methods to design especially damping controllers became

available. The residue method, which is a well known approach for design

of PSS controllers, was used to design a damping controller for the TCSC in

[37]. Since most power systems are complex, and the design of a controller

based on a full system model is time-consuming and demanding compu-

tationally, a power system reduction technique was proposed for damping
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controller design of a CSC in [38]. Here a complex power system with an

unstable inter-area oscillation mode is reduced in order by a factor of ten

based on the singular values of the Gramians of the power system model after

which a damping controller is designed based on an LQR (Linear Quadratic

Regulator) approach. Another, less computation intense reduction technique

based on Modal equivalents in [39] showed promising results when applying

reduction techniques to the huge Brazilian power system. Here, the original

system has over 1600 state variables which were reduced to 22 and 34 re-

spectively. These reduced models were then used to design TCSC damping

controllers to damp the north-south inter-area oscillation mode in the system

with good results. This paper shows that relatively low order models based

on a relatively small amount of system data (dominant eigenvalues and their

residues) may be effective in the design of damping controllers, significantly

reducing the effort in the controller design.

A controller based on robust control theory and in particular the H∞-

controller design technique was proposed in [40]. The controller was here

realistically implemented in hardware and tested in a real-time system em-

ulating the grid using a computer. The controller objective was to damp

three different modes of power oscillation by means of one installed TCSC

unit in a model of the New England - New York power system. The study

showed good damping performance in a wide range of operating conditions

and disturbances in real-time simulations of the power grid. Another ex-

ample of a H∞-controller used for power oscillation damping by means of

a TCSC is found in [41]. H∞-controllers are also proposed for design of

damping controllers for Power System Stabilizers (PSS) in [42], and for mul-

tiple FACTS devices in [43]. Another robust control approach used to damp

power oscillations by means of a TCSC in a model of the Brazilian system

was presented in [44]. Here, a controller based on a non-smooth optimiza-

tion technique was designed and its performance was compared to that of

two conventional controllers by digital simulations of different scenarios in

the power grid. In [45], a robust Linear Quadratic Gaussian/Loop Transfer

Recovery (LQG/LTR) controller is proposed for damping of multiple modes

of power oscillations by a single TCSC unit. The controller is tested with

promising results in digital simulations of a 16-machine power system with

a centrally located TCSC device using three remote signals as inputs.
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Some research on adaptive controllers for power oscillation damping by

means of TCSC has been done recently. In [46], the authors investigate an

approach which uses a number of predefined linearized models of the system

corresponding to different topologies that may arise due to faulted lines or

other changes in the grid characteristics such as changes in load characteris-

tics or major changes in the power flow levels of critical lines. These models

are put in a model bank and the controller then uses the actual system

response to determine the linear combination of the possible configurations

which best describes the current system. This approach is denoted Multiple-

Model Adaptive Controller (MMAC) and it uses a probabilistic method to

determine the weights of the predefined models in the system model guess

which most accurately describes the current system. For each predefined

model, a TCSC controller is initially tuned by conventional loop shaping

techniques and the resulting adaptive controller is then formed by continu-

ously summing up the responses of the different controllers weighted by the

probability of the corresponding models and normalizing the result. The

controller was shown to perform well when tested in digital simulation of a

four-machine system of the type described in [47], which is a standard sys-

tem to study inter-area oscillations. Another approach to adaptive control of

TCSC for damping of power oscillations was demonstrated in [48]. Here the

system identification is done by considering the system to be Auto-Regressive

with external input (ARX-model). The parameters of this model are then

estimated by means of a Kalman filter using the response in the TCSC line

power to the changes in line reactance inserted by the TCSC to determine

the system parameters. The controller design is continuously updated by

pole placement in the estimated closed loop system. The function of the

TCSC controller was tested in simulation of the New England system with

the aim to damp out one critically damped oscillation mode with promising

results.

Another adaptive damping approach which was used in an installation of

a TCSC in Brazil was described in [49]. Here a gain-scheduling technique

based on a phasor estimation of the power oscillation characteristics was used

to create the control signal to the TCSC. The scheme is currently used for

damping of the critical oscillation mode on the North-South interconnection
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in Brazil since 1999. Another example of a gain-scheduling technique used

for oscillation damping by means of a TCSC is found in [50].

While most of the recent research on controllable series compensators was

devoted to damping control, some work was also done on transient stability

control. This includes the work presented in [51], where a discrete control

scheme was developed based on an energy function approach and [52] which

is an application study of a TCSC installation in Montana, U. S.. In this

paper, Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) are used to give a picture of the

disturbances in the phase plane and the transient scheme is triggered if the

δ − ω curve trajectory leaves a predefined transiently stable region. The

scheme then inserts series compensation which is a function of the voltage

phase angle deviation between the grid areas which are separated as a re-

sult of the disturbance. Another interesting contribution to the research on

transient stability improvement is provided in [53]. Here a discrete scheme

for transient control of shunt FACTS devices is developed based on the

equal-area criterion. This scheme may also be extended for use with series

connected FACTS devices like the TCSC.

Sensitivity methods, where the sensitivity of a specific variable in the

power system model to changes in the control variables of the FACTS device

are calculated can be used for optimal siting of a TCSC in terms of damping

ability [54] or power flow control capability [55]. Such methods may also be

used as an aid in the dispatch and siting of other FACTS controllers [56].

A summary of the research on TCSC control can be found in [57].

Research on Dynamic power flow controllers

The combination combination of a PST and a TSSC/TSSR is called Dy-

namic Power Flow Controller (DPFC) [7], Hybrid Flow Controller (HFC)

[6], or Dynamic Flow Controller (DFC), [5]. In this work, the denotation

Dynamic Power Flow Controller is used. A few different aspects of the de-

vice have been studied prior to this work: In [7], the benefits of the DPFC

for congestion management are studied. Here DPFC and PST power flow
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control solutions are compared. The key assumption is that the fast speed of

control of the DPFC allows corrective rescheduling of power flows to relieve

overloads following a critical contingency while the slow speed of control of a

conventional PST requires the device to be operated with preventive control

which means that the power flows at all times have to be controlled such

that no overloads will occur in any of the possible anticipated N-1 scenarios.

The study indicates that the power losses in the grid can be significantly

reduced with the DPFC solution. It quantifies the loss savings to amount to

a payback time of the additional investment cost of the DPFC of four years

when installation of two DPFC:s instead of two PST:s on the Dutch-German

border in the UCTE system is considered. In [58], coordinated corrective

control of several DPFC:s installed in the same transmission corridor is in-

vestigated. The paper proposes a wide-area control method to coordinate

the power flow controllers which is shown to increase the transfer capability

in the investigated test system when compared to the case of uncoordinated

control of the DPFC:s and a conventional PST solution, assuming preventive

control of the PST:s. In [6], a steady-state equivalent circuit and a power-

flow model for the DPFC is developed. The model is then used to evaluate

the required PST, DPFC and UPFC ratings to achieve a certain power flow

control range in a test system. In [5], a discrete-event supervisory controller

for the DPFC is developed. The controller determines how the settings of

the internal PST and the TSSC/TSSR of the DPFC should be sequentially

altered in order for the active power flow on the line to be controlled to a

predefined set-point.
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controller in the grid

This chapter reviews the studies done in [Paper 8] and [Paper 9] of this

thesis. Both papers are focused on static analysis of Power Flow Controllers

(PFC).

In [Paper 8], a new method for design and selection of power flow con-

trollers is introduced. To select and rate a PFC for a certain power flow con-

trol task, a large amount of detailed calculations where the PFC is inserted

in the network model are typically required. In this work, a new method

which simplifies the design and selection process for a PFC is proposed. This

method has the potential to reduce the amount of calculations required to

design a PFC in order to achieve a certain power flow control capability in a

particular grid. The method, which is called the ”Ideal Phase-Shifter (IPS)

method”, uses the concept of the Power controller plane introduced in 1999

by Brochu et al in [8]. In [Paper 8], the IPS method, which decouples the

PFC- and the grid characteristics during the rating of a PFC, is described

and its performance is compared to that of standard power flow calculations

and the decoupling method introduced in [8].

In [Paper 9], the IPS method is applied to compare three types of power

flow controllers when they are used to solve power flow control problems. The

studied PFC:s are the DPFC, the PST and the TSSC. This study determines

the characteristics of the PFC:s in terms of rating and control range when

they are required to solve specific power flow control tasks in two different

test systems. The aim of this study is to investigate the potential benefits of

the DPFC configuration when it is compared to other possible PFC solutions.
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Figure 3.1: Simplified schematic diagram of two power grid areas with in-

terconnecting lines and a controllable series compensator.

3.1 A qualitative view on power flow control

First, it is instructive to qualitatively investigate the nature of power flow

control by means of a CSC. For a short transmission line, neglecting the line

resistance, the transmitted active power can be expressed as

P =
U1U2 sin(θ1 − θ2)

X
. (3.1)

Here, the line reactance is denoted by X, the voltage magnitudes on each

side of the line are given as U1 and U2 and the voltage phase angles are given

as θ1 and θ2. Equation (3.1) is a key relation for power flow control and it

will be used in different forms in this thesis.

In Fig. 3.1, two interconnected power systems with a controlled series

compensator on one of the tie-lines is shown. In a system of this type, the

total active power flow on the interconnecting lines is determined by the total

amount of active power generation in the two areas A and B and the total

amount of active power load in each of the areas. In a functioning power

system, the amount of generated power must equal the amount of consumed

power in order to keep the electrical frequency of the system constant. This

task is performed by the automatic frequency control described in Chapter 2.

Assuming a system which is balanced with respect to generation and load,

the total power transmitted over the inter-tie between areas A and B in

Fig. 3.1 will be constant Ptot0 = P1+P2+P3 in a steady-state situation. Now,
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consider what happens if the CSC in the figure changes its series reactance.

This will change the total reactance of the transmission lines connecting

A and B, altering the characteristics of the system. This disturbance will

change the steady-state solution of the system equations and an oscillation of

the electrical phase angles of the generators will be initiated. This oscillation

will persist until a new steady-state is reached. It is important to realize

that this new steady-state of the system will correspond to the same total

active power Ptot0 as before the change in compensation being transmitted

between the areas (neglecting the voltage dependence of the loads in the

grid). However, since the relative impedances of the interconnecting tie lines

in the system now are different from the initial state, the distribution of the

power among the different ties will have changed. If a capacitive reactance

step is inserted by the CSC, the average power flow on the CSC line will be

higher than before and the power flow on the other tie-lines will be reduced.

On the contrary, if an inductive reactance step (or a reduction of the series

capacitance) is inserted by the CSC, the average power flow on the CSC

line will be lower than before and the power flow on the other tie-lines will

be increased. These relationships may be expected from Eq. (3.1) but since

the voltage phase angles at the line ends also change due to the change in

compensation level, a mathematical derivation is necessary to determine the

effect of controlled series compensation on the steady-state line power.

3.2 Preventive- and corrective control

Two key concepts regarding the control of PFC:s are:

� Preventive control - When a PFC is controlled with the aim that

the N-1 criterion (or other reliability criteria) is to be fulfilled at all

times assuming that the settings of the PFC are unchanged directly

after a contingency.

� Corrective control - When a PFC is controlled with the aim that the

N-1 criterion (or other reliability criteria) is to be fulfilled assuming

that the PFC’s settings can be changed post-fault to move the system

to a secure state after a contingency. This approach, which is used in
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3 Capability of the Power flow controller in the grid

this chapter, assumes that the system can sustain an overload during

the time it takes for the PFC to change its state.

3.3 The Power controller plane

In this work, a concept called the Power controller plane is used to illustrate

the working area of a PFC in a power grid. The Power controller plane, or

PPFC − δsr plane, was introduced by J. Brochu et al [8] in 1999. In [8], it

is shown that the characteristics of the grid and PFC can be conveniently

plotted in the PPFC − δsr plane, that is the power transmitted on the PFC

line as a function of the voltage angle difference between the two terminals

of the PFC. This is very convenient during the design and specification of a

PFC.

In [8], it is shown that for PFC:s installed in certain small generic power

grids, the grid- and PFC characteristics can be approximately decoupled.

This decoupling is very attractive and provides a comprehensive insight into

the capabilities of different PFC:s in the grid and how they are affected

by the selected PFC characteristics and the operating point of the grid.

With this method, the grid characteristics describing the sensitivity of the

power flow in the line where PFC installation is considered, relative to an

inserted shift in voltage phase angle, are plotted in the power controller

plane. As these characteristics are shown to be close to independent to

the PFC characteristics, the operating point of a certain PFC can be found

by graphical comparison of the PFC- and grid characteristics in the power

controller plane.

To illustrate this principle, consider a simple example system from [8],

shown in Fig. 3.2. Here it is assumed that Vs ≈ 1 p. u., Vr ≈ 1 p. u.,

and that the angles are small such that sin(δ) ≈ δ and sin(δsr) ≈ δsr. By

expressing P and PPFC in the angle and reactance variables and eliminating

δ, the PFC line power in this system can be expressed as

PPFC =
−δsr
Xloop

+
δsr0
Xloop

, (3.2)
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3.3 The Power controller plane

with δsr0 = PX2 and Xloop = X1 +X2. Eq. (3.2), which describes how the

simple grid responds to an angle shift inserted by a PFC corresponds to a

straight line in the PPFC − δsr plane. If it is assumed that X2 can assume

values between X2min and X2max corresponding to all relevant grid config-

urations including contingencies, a set of lines describing the system can be

plotted. It is now possible to consider the PFC characteristics separately.

For example, the approximations

PPST =
VsVrsin(δsr − α)

XPST
≈ δsr − α

XPST
, (3.3)

PTSSC =
VsVrsin(δsr)

XTSSC
≈ δsr

XTSSC
(3.4)

can be used for the steady-state characteristics of a PST with an angle shift

α at zero current having a leakage reactance of XPST and a TSSC with a

reactance XTSSC (which is always negative since the device is capacitive).

Each of these equations represents a family of lines which can be plotted in

the PPFC − δsr plane. For a PFC in the grid of Fig. 3.2, both the device

equation given by (3.3) for a PST or (3.4) for a TSSC and the grid equation

given by (3.2) must be fulfilled. If the lines described by the equations are

plotted in the same graph for a certain loading condition, line configuration

and PFC setting, the crossing point of the lines yields the predicted power

flow on the PFC line and voltage angle difference between the PFC termi-

nals. By considering the PFC lines corresponding to the extreme values of

the device settings and the grid lines corresponding to the maximum and

minimum transmitted power P for all possible values of X2, the working

area of the PFC can be plotted. This area in the PPFC − δsr plane defines

the operating limits of the PFC and all operating points of the device in any

grid condition fall within it.

An example of a working area of a PST installed in a system with the

structure described by Fig. 3.2 is shown in Fig. 3.3. It has been assumed

that the phase shift of the PST is in the range αmin ≤ α ≤ αmax and that

the total active power P transmitted across the corridor is between Pmin and

Pmax. From the working area, the maximum line power which can be reached

is seen together with the maximum angle across the PST in any working

condition. These two values can be used to derive the necessary power
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Figure 3.2: One-machine infinite bus system.
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Figure 3.3: Typical working area of a PST in the the PPFC − δsr plane.

rating of the device to achieve a certain power flow target by calculating the

maximum current through and voltage across the device in any situation.

Note that when the power on the PST transmission line is zero, the voltage

angle difference across the device will be δsr = α. Thus, the PST lines cross

zero power at the angles αmin and αmax as indicated in Fig. 3.3.

For large power grids, where it is not straight-forward to derive analytical

expressions for the grid lines in the power controller plane by inspection of

the grid parameters, the authors of [8] propose two different methods for

plotting the working area of a PFC:
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3.3 The Power controller plane

1. A simplified, less computationally demanding method which uses the

methodology from the decoupling method but, as the grid character-

istics in the PPFC − δsr plane cannot be calculated analytically, the

method uses a limited amount of power flow data calculated with the

specified PFC inserted in the grid model to plot the grid characteris-

tics.

2. The exact method which plots the working area of the specified PFC in

the PPFC − δsr plane by power flow calculations for all possible device

settings and relevant grid topologies and loading situations.

In [8], these two methods are combined where the first method is used to

identify the dimensioning cases for the particular PFC. These cases are then

further studied by the second approach to yield the exact working area of

the PFC with less computational effort than if the second approach was used

for all considered contingency and load-generation patterns.

The example of decoupling in the small test system above suggests an

attractive possibility for design of PFC:s in complex power grids: If the

grid- and PFC characteristics can be decoupled, it is possible, once the grid

characteristics have been plotted, to compare possible choices of PFC:s with

different characteristics in the same plot by simple geometrical considera-

tions without additional power flow studies. This would simplify the design

process and limit the number of necessary power flow calculations to find

the optimal design. The complication in this approach is how to determine

the grid curves of a complex power grid in the PPFC − δsr plane. Both

approaches dealing with large power grids proposed in [8] demand that the

PFC has been specified for obtaining the data. Thus, it is not appropriate

to use any of these approaches for obtaining the grid characteristics at the

stage in the design process when the type and characteristics of the PFC

are unknown. In order to plot the decoupled grid curves, it is necessary to

determine the dependency of the power on the line where PFC installation

is considered on an inserted symmetric shift in voltage phase angle (with a

unity voltage ratio between the terminals) at the planned PFC location for

each relevant grid condition. Without these decoupled grid curves, compar-
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3 Capability of the Power flow controller in the grid

ison of different PFC candidates by simple geometrical considerations in the

same power controller plane is not straight-forward.

3.4 The Ideal Phase-Shifter (IPS) method

In this thesis, a method to determine the decoupled grid curves of a power

grid is proposed and studied. This method extends the concept of the power

controller plane to include the possibility to design and compare PFC:s of

different types and characteristics in an arbitrary power system by compar-

ing the analytically specified PFC characteristics and the grid characteristics

obtained by power flow calculations geometrically in the PPFC − δsr plane.

The method, which is here denoted the ”Ideal Phase-Shifter (IPS) method”

does in contrast to the method of [8] not assume that the PFC characteris-

tics are specified when the grid characteristics are derived. It is thus more

suitable initially in a design process when the type and characteristics of the

PFC are unknown. No small-angle assumptions are used in the proposed

method. This makes it a more accurate alternative for plotting the working

area of a PFC in a large power system than the simplified method presented

in [8].

The IPS method, which is described in [Paper 8] of this thesis, plots the

grid curves of an arbitrary power system by inserting an ideal symmetric

PST (with no leakage reactance and unity voltage ratio) in the power sys-

tem model at the position where the the PFC is planned to be located.

The angle shift of the ideal PST, δsr, is varied to cover the whole relevant

region of angle shifts and the power flows in the system at each angle are

calculated. This process is repeated for the intact system and all relevant

contingency configurations for all relevant load-generation situations of the

grid. Commonly, it is believed to be sufficient to study typical load situ-

ations which result in maximum and minimum load of the power corridor

where the PFC is to be installed. The resulting active power flow of the PFC

line is plotted as a function of the angle shift δsr for each case. This yields

grid curves similar to those described by Eq. (3.2). In this work, the power

flows were calculated by the method of Newton-Raphson [1] and the ideal
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Figure 3.4: Dimensioning of a PFC in the PPFC − δsr plane by the IPS

method.

PST was modeled as described in [Paper 9]. In order for the algorithm to

be numerically stable, it was necessary to assign the reactance of the ideal

PST a very small positive value.

Now, to determine the working area of a PFC in the considered power

system, the PFC characteristics are plotted in the same graph as the grid

curves. In this process, no small angle assumptions are made. However,

the terminal voltages of the PFC, which are unknown, are approximated to

1 p. u. This means that a PST is for example modeled by the first part of

(3.3), assuming that its terminal voltages Vr and Vs are equal to 1 p. u. The

assumption of voltage ideality at the PFC terminals causes significant errors

only if the PFC device has a large reactive consumption or generation which

makes its terminal voltages deviate significantly from their nominal values.

This issue is further studied in [Paper 8].

In Fig. 3.4, the principle of dimensioning PFC:s by the IPS method is

illustrated. The grid curves of two grid scenarios: Case #1 and Case #2

are plotted in the graph. Each scenario corresponds to a transmission line

configuration and a certain load-generation characteristic. For the case with

no PFC, the power on the PFC line can in each case be found from the
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3 Capability of the Power flow controller in the grid

crossing point of the grid curve and the P -axis as indicated by the ”No PFC”-

markers in the figure. It is now assumed that the desired power flow on the

line (which may be dictated by security or economical constraints) in each

case is known and indicated in Fig. 3.4 by the ”PF target”-markers. Now,

in order to find a PFC which is capable of controlling the power flow to the

target values in both grid scenarios, the PFC curves of the considered devices

are plotted in the same figure. As an example, two different PST designs

with different maximum angle shift capabilities αPST1 = ±α◦
1 and αPST2 =

±α◦
2 with different leakage reactances (at maximum advancing angle shift),

XPST1 = Xl1 and XPST2 = Xl2 are examined. Here, | α2 |>| α1 | and
Xl2 > Xl1 are considered. Regarding design of PST:s in the PPFC − δsr
plane, it can be noted that the PST curve given by the first part of Eq.

(3.3) crosses the δ-axis at the angle α, which is the angle shift at zero power.

The crossing points of the grid curves and the PFC curve corresponding to

the maximum advancing angle of each device indicate the maximum power

which can be reached by the PFC in the respective grid cases. It is seen

that PST 1 can reach the target power flows in both grid scenarios while

PST 2 reaches the target in grid case #2 but fails in grid case #1. Two

different TSSC designs are also considered in Fig. 3.4. The TSSC curves

always cross origo and as the maximum degree of compensation kTSSC of

the TSSC increases, the TSSC curve turns counterclockwise in the plane. In

the case of Fig. 3.4, it is seen that TSSC 1 with kTSSC1 = k1 is capable

of reaching the target in grid case #1 since the crossing point of the TSSC

curve and the grid curve in this case indicates a maximum power flow which

is higher than the target value. In grid case #2, however, TSSC 1 is not

able to reach the target as the crossing point of the TSSC curve and grid

curve #2 indicates a power flow which is lower than the target value. TSSC

2 on the other hand, with a degree of compensation kTSSC2 = k2 > k1, is

able to reach both targets and can thus be considered to be a candidate for

installation in the grid.

In some cases, for example when the PFC is to be used to limit the power

flow Pl on a line other than the PFC line, it may be helpful to plot the relation

Pl versus δsr to obtain information of how an inserted angular difference

δsr at the PFC location affects the power flow on this other line. This
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information can then be used together with the regular working area in the

PPFC − δsr plane to select the appropriate design.

The case of a separate outage of the PFC line is special since the PFC is

then no longer operational. This case is not possible to study by the IPS

method and must be studied separately by regular power flow calculations

so that it does not yield unforseen line overloads.

As the grid/PFC decoupling used in the IPS method introduces small

errors, the method is proposed as a first step in the design process. It is

advisable to check and adjust the designs obtained by the IPS-method by

exact power flow calculations to make sure that the requirements are met.

As power flow calculations are very fast today, the most time-consuming

task when plotting the limiting grid curves by the IPS method is probably

the selection of the relevant grid scenarios and loading conditions. However,

it is important to notice that this task must always be performed regardless

of the method which is used to design a PFC. If a conventional method for

selection of a PFC is used, the operating ranges of different PFC candidates

in all the relevant grid topologies and loading conditions must be calculated

by power flow studies. This is commonly an iterative process where the type

of PFC is first selected followed by a tuning of the necessary PFC character-

istics. The IPS method has the potential to reduce the number of required

iterations in this process since the selection and rating of a PFC, consid-

ering PFC:s of different types, can be done quite accurately geometrically

using only the power flow data of the ideal-phase shifter which define the

grid curves. The decoupling of the grid- and PFC characteristics used in the

IPS method visualizes the capability of a PFC in the particular power grid

in a comprehensive manner and facilitates comparison of PFC:s of different

types. Once the grid characteristics have been plotted in the power con-

troller plane, it is very easy to determine the impact which changes in the

variables associated with the studied PFC (e. g. control variables, leakage

reactance etc.) have on the power flow control capability.

The accuracy of the IPS-method to predict the working areas and required

ratings of PFC:s in power grids is studied in [Paper 8]. In [Paper 8], the ac-

curacy of the IPS method is also compared to the accuracy of the decoupling
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[Paper 8] estimated by the IPS method compared to the exact

working area given by power flow calculations.
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method of [8] in a simple test system. To get an idea of the obtainable accu-

racy of the IPS method, the working areas of one PST and one TSSC/TSSR

device in the five-area test system studied and described in [Paper 8] are

plotted in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. The studied PST has an angle shifting capa-

bility ±20◦ at zero current while the TSSC/TSSR has a maximum degree of

compensation of 56 % capacitive and 41 % inductive. The working areas are

first found by geometrical considerations using the IPS method. This yields

working areas which are bounded by the grid- and PFC curves predicted by

the method. Then, the exact working areas of the PFC:s with the specified

devices inserted in the grid model are calculated by power flow calculations

for the extreme device settings at the relevant load-generation patterns and

grid configurations. Only minor differences between the results from the IPS

method and the exact working areas are seen in Figures 3.5 and 3.6.

3.5 Comparing different PFC:s by the IPS method

In [Paper 9] of this thesis, the IPS method is used to compare the required

ratings of different PFC:s to solve specific power flow control problems in two

test systems with two- and four grid areas respectively. The aim of this paper

is to study the potential benefits of using a DPFC for power flow control.

To this end, the concept of the Power controller plane is used to study

power flow control problems. Since all problems can be solved with different

PFC:s, one PST, one DPFC, and if possible one TSSC are designed to meet

the requirements in each case. The analysis is for simplicity restricted to

DPFC configurations with a symmetric PST, only TSSC elements and no

MSC. As an illustrating example of the methodology, the study of the simple

two-area test system will be described here. For the four-area test system

study, please refer to [Paper 9].

The two-area test system, shown in Fig. 3.7, is a 60 Hz, three-phase system

with transmission lines modeled by exact π-models and the generators and

loads modeled by either PU, PQ or slack (swing) buses [1] (node 1 is PU,

node 2 PQ, and node 3 slack). The line transformers are assumed to be ideal.

The system is characterized by its admittance matrix and the power flows
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Figure 3.7: Two-area test system.

Table 3.1: Transfer capability for cases A-D in the two-area system

Case No PFC (MW) With PFC (MW)

A 1600 1700

B 1600 1900

C 1740 2200

D 1740 2400

are calculated by the method of Newton-Raphson. This system represents

the common case where parallel lines interconnect two grid areas. The lines,

one at 230 kV and two lines at 345 kV are comparably short, 70 km, and

their loadability is determined by thermal limitations. This system is used

in different versions where the 230 kV line has different characteristics. The

idea is to illustrate possible alternatives of increasing the transfer capability

of the transmission corridor by uprating the 230 kV line. The used line

parameters are given in [1]. These parameters represent the base case of

the line parameters for the 230 kV line. The considered cases are uprating

of the line to 500 MW, 700 MW, 1000 MW and 1200 MW. The first two

options are achieved through reconductoring the line with a higher-capacity

single conductor (parameters as in the base case) while the last two cases

are achieved by changing to a duplex line (25% lower reactance and 50%

lower resistance than the base case). In order to increase the utilization

of the uprated 230 kV line and thus increase the transfer capability of the

interconnection, the installation of a PFC on this line is considered. It is

assumed that overloaded lines in this system can tolerate an overload during

the response time of the PFC. This time may range from a fraction of a

second for the TSSC to a few minutes for the PST in the worst case.
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3.5 Comparing different PFC:s by the IPS method

As mentioned, four different cases are studied in the two-area system. For

all cases, the N-1 case which determines the loadability of the corridor is the

loss of one 345 kV line. The investigated cases were the following:

A The loadability of the 230 kV line is 500 MW.

B The loadability of the 230 kV line is 700 MW.

C The loadability of the 230 kV line is 1000 MW.

D The loadability of the 230 kV line is 1200 MW.

The loadability of each 345 kV line was in all cases set to 1200 MW. For the

case with no PFC, the loadability of the corridor was found by increasing

the total transmitted power between the grid areas in the limiting N-1 case

until the loadability of at least one of the remaining lines was reached. When

a PFC is installed in the system, it is assumed to be controlled such that

it, in the event of a failure of one 345 kV line, correctively redistributes the

power among the two remaining lines. This is done in a way such that both

remaining lines are loaded to their maximum loadability in the limiting case.

The maximum power which can be transmitted across the corridor is then

determined as the sum of the loadabilities of the 230 kV line and one 345

kV line. The loadability of the corridor in cases A-D with and without PFC

is given in Table 3.1.

It can be seen that PFC installation in this system has the potential to

significantly improve the transmission capacity. The 230 kV line is, due to

its relatively high reactance, not naturally loaded to its thermal limit in

these cases. If a PFC is installed, it can be used to increase the loading of

the 230 kV line, thereby increasing the transfer capability. To determine

the required rating of the PFC:s, the IPS method, introduced in Section

3.4, is used. For each of the cases A-D, the ratings of a stand-alone PST,

a stand-alone TSSC and a DPFC are determined in order to maximize the

transmission capability. The leakage reactances of the PST:s are given by

Xseries = 20% and Xshunt = 8%. These values are given in per cent of

each transformer base impedance (calculated based on the series voltage per

phase inserted by the PST at maximum advancing angle at no load and the
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Figure 3.8: P − δsr plot for the two-area system in case C with no PFC

installed. In this system, δsr = δ23.

rated line current). The design process in case C is illustrated in Figs. 3.8,

3.9 and 3.10.

Fig. 3.8 illustrates case C with no PFC in the power controller plane. The

grid curves in Fig. 3.8 are plotted with the IPS method with the generated

power at node 1 in the range between Pmin=730 MW and Pmax=2200 MW

(Pmax is the maximum transfer capacity from Table 3.1). The cases with

both 345 kV lines connected (Intact system) and one 345 kV line discon-

nected (X13a disconn.) are studied. The intersection of the grid curves with

the P-axis in Fig. 3.8 indicate the active power transmitted on the 230 kV

line in each case since there is no PFC here and δsr = 0. Exact Power Flow

(PF) results for each case are also provided which yield the same results in

this case. In order to fully utilize the loadability of the 230 kV line, the

power on this line must here be increased to the loadability limit 1000 MW

in the limiting case (Pmax, X13a disconnected). From Fig. 3.8 it can be seen

that the PFC must provide an angle shift of about -14◦ at the target power

Pt=1000 MW.
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showing the alternative of installing a DPFC to solve the

power flow control problem. In this system, δsr = δ23.
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3 Capability of the Power flow controller in the grid

In Fig. 3.9, one symmetric PST and one TSSC which meet this require-

ment are designed by plotting their device curves corresponding to the max-

imum and minimum degree of compensation of the TSSC and the extreme

values of the angle shift of the PST together with the bounding grid curves

in the PPFC − δsr plane, yielding their respective working areas according

to the IPS method. The working area of the TSSC (marked ”WA:TSSC”)

bounded by its device curves and the grid curves is seen to be a subset of the

working area of the PST (the areas marked ”WA:PST”). It can be seen that

the working area of the TSSC is significantly smaller than that of the PST,

especially at low currents. Once the first design has been made graphically,

using the grid- and device curves, the designs are fine-tuned by calculating

the exact power flows with the devices inserted in the grid model in each

case and adjusting the designs. In this case, a TSSC with a maximum kTSSC

of 47 % and a rated power of 228 MVA or a PST of ±20◦, 363 MVA are

found to be sufficient. Only advancing angles are required for the PST in

the dimensioning case. Note that throughout this thesis, the ratings of the

PST:s are given as the rated power for the series transformer.

The accuracy of the operating point predicted by the crossing of the grid-

and device curves when compared to the exact PF calculations in Fig. 3.9 at

Pt=1000 MW is not as good for the TSSC as for the PST. This is because

the assumption in the IPS method of PFC terminal voltages close to 1 p. u.

is less valid in the TSSC case due to its high reactive power generation.

In Fig. 3.10, the design of a DPFC to meet the requirement in case C is

illustrated. The equation of the device curve for the DFPC can be found

by replacing XPST in (3.3) by Xdpfc
PST +Xdpfc

TSSC referring to the effective re-

actances of the internal PST and TSSC in this case. The DPFC curves in

the power controller plane are those of the internal PST at zero compensa-

tion level of the TSSC. When series compensation is inserted by the TSSC,

the device curves turn counter-clock-wise in the plane. Fig. 3.10 shows the

characteristics of a DPFC consisting of a PST of ±10◦ with a rated power

of 197 MVA combined with a TSSC of 0-22 % and 107 MVA. The working

area is here bounded by the curves connecting A-B-E-C-D. There are many

possible designs for a DPFC in terms of rating for the internal PST and

TSSC. In this study, an internal PST with a maximum angular shift which
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to the DPFC parameters while no superscripts are used for the

parameters of the stand-alone devices. The arrows indicate

the direction of increasing values for each parameter.

is half of that which is necessary for a stand-alone PST has been used in

each case. This choice, combined with the power flow control target, defines

the required rating of the internal TSSC. The reactive power characteristics

of the devices in case C are shown in Fig. 3.11. Here, it is clearly seen that

the supplied or consumed reactive power is determined by the active power

flow in the case of the PST and the TSSC. In the case of the DPFC, several

possibilities for selecting the reactive power injection exist for each active

power interval.

In Fig. 3.12, the required ratings of a stand-alone PST, a stand-alone

TSSC and a DPFC in cases A-D are compared. Note that the rating of the

DPFC is calculated as the rated power of the series transformer of its internal

PST plus the rated power of its internal TSSC. Fig. 3.12 shows that a stand-

alone PST has the highest required rating and a stand-alone TSSC has the

lowest for each case while the DPFC falls somewhere in between. In the

considered cases, the required PFC rating grows when the leakage reactance
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Figure 3.12: Required rating of a PST, a TSSC and a DPFC to maximize

transfer capability vs. the loadability of the 230 kV line (or

equally, the maximum target power flow of the PFC) in the

two-area system. For the stand-alone PST, the rating is given

as the rating of the series transformer of the PST. For the

DPFC, the rating is given as the rating of the internal PST

series transformer plus the rating of the internal TSSC.

increases since the reactance makes the inserted advancing voltage smaller

as the current increases. This means that for a required angular shift of

the voltage, the TSSC will have the smallest rating since it has no leakage

reactance. A DPFC will generally have a leakage reactance at full angle shift

which is smaller than that of a stand-alone PST and the required DPFC

rating will thus be smaller than that of the stand-alone PST.

However, the reactive characteristics must also be considered when a PFC

is selected. For example, in case C, the voltage is within ± 5% around

the nominal value at all nodes for both the PST and the DPFC while the

TSSC has a maximum voltage at node 2 which is 1.08 p.u. which may be

unacceptable. In this respect, the DPFC has an advantage over the other

devices since it can vary the reactive power injection at a set active power

flow and thus provide voltage control.
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Also in the study of the four-area test system in [Paper 9] it was found

that the required total rating of the DPFC in order to solve the power flow

control problem was smaller than that required for a stand-alone PST. In

this case, it was also found that a stand-alone TSSC device was unable to

fulfil the power flow control requirements and a TSSC was thus found to be

unsuitable for this application. In another studied case, it was found that if

the power system initially had a problem with poor voltage support in one

of the grid areas, a DPFC was able to fulfil the voltage requirements without

any external voltage support. For the PST solution, a supplementary shunt

connected device for reactive power support was found necessary to fulfil the

voltage requirements.

3.6 Chapter summary

In [Paper 8], a new method to plot the grid characteristics in the power

controller plane for design of PFC:s in a power grid of arbitrary size has

been presented. The predictions of the method are in [Paper 8] shown to

agree closely to power flow calculations made once the design of the PFC

has been finalized in two test systems. The advantages of using the proposed

method of decoupled grid- and device curves in the PPFC − δsr plane as a

first step in the PFC design are:

� The grid curves only have to be generated once in the design process

and a first design of the PFC can be done by plotting different device

characteristics in the same graph. This has the potential to reduce the

required amount of power flow calculations when designing a PFC.

� The decoupling of the PFC- and grid characteristics provides an insight

into how the capabilities of different types of PFC:s are influenced

by changes in the PFC characteristics, different grid topologies, and

changed load-generation patterns.

� The power flow goals for all relevant power system configurations and

load-generation cases can be considered in a single plot, providing a
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3 Capability of the Power flow controller in the grid

comprehensive overview of the capabilities of the considered PFC:s in

the grid.

� PFC:s of different types and characteristics can be compared in the

same PPFC − δsr plot without performing power flow calculations for

each device separately.

In [Paper 9], the IPS method is used to design DPFC, PST and TSSC de-

vices in two different test systems. The following conclusions can be drawn:

� In some power flow control problems, like the one studied in the two-

area test system, it is possible to use either one of the studied PFC:s

to meet the control goals. In other cases, like the one studied in the

four-area test system, only the PST and the DPFC alternatives are

feasible.

� In power flow control problems where an advancing angle of the PFC

used to increase the transmitted power on the line is the dimensioning

case as in the two-area system studied in [Paper 9], the required PFC

rating will be lowest for a TSSC, higher for a DPFC, and highest for

a stand-alone PST.

� The designed PFC:s, which all met the same power flow control objec-

tives, were found to have power flow control ranges which in both test

systems were generally the largest for the PST, slightly smaller for the

DPFC and smallest for the TSSC/TSSR.

� The DPFC was found to handle a case with poor voltage support

which was studied in the four-area test system well. In the same case,

a stand-alone PST required an additional device for reactive power

support to fulfil the voltage requirements.

� It was found that the required installed rating of the PFC to meet the

power flow control objectives was smaller for a DPFC than for a PST

in both of the studied test systems.
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In this chapter, the results of [Papers 1-6] in the thesis are reviewed. The

control strategies are developed for an ideal CSC which may represent the

TSSC or TCSC devices or the TSSC part of a DPFC configuration in a real

power grid. The goals of the proposed controllers are power flow control,

POD, and transient stability improvement. Such controllers are often re-

quired in radial power systems which are vulnerable to angle instability. In

meshed grids, the goals of FACTS devices are more likely to be power flow

control and voltage control which likely require other control structures than

those discussed here.

In [Paper 1], the system model which is used for the control design for

POD and power flow control by means of a CSC is introduced. The paper

introduces the basic concepts and derives some of the key equations which

govern power flow in the system model.

In [Papers 2-3], the concepts for POD and power flow control by means

of a CSC evolve and the control laws for these are derived. Note that the

approach to adaptive control proposed here is not the same as the approach

which was finally selected and used in [Papers 4-6]. This approach is best

described in this chapter and in [Paper 6].

In [Paper 4], an open-loop strategy for transient stability improvement

by means of a CSC is proposed and a multi-objective controller for POD,

transient stability improvement and power flow control is introduced and its

performance is studied in a test system with four machines.
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In [Paper 5], the control laws are adapted to a DPFC device and a multi-

purpose control structure is proposed for this device. The controller perfor-

mance is then tested in a four-machine test system.

In [Paper 6], the developed controller for a CSC is applied to a TSSC

device. The controller performance is studied in a four-machine test system

and in a 23-machine test system.

4.1 Principles for POD and fast power flow control

POD is traditionally performed by PSS connected to the AVR of the gener-

ators in the power system. Properly tuned, these can damp both local and

inter-area modes of power oscillation. However, in many power systems,

supplementary damping of the power oscillations may improve the system

stability further which can increase the transfer capability of critical lines in

the system.

One challenge when a FACTS damping controller is to be constructed is

the fact that although the operating conditions (line loadings, system topol-

ogy etc.) may be known in a pre-fault steady-state situation, the power

system switches to an unknown operating condition when an outage fol-

lowed by line disconnection occurs. This is also generally when the damping

controller is required the most since disturbances often cause power oscilla-

tions. A conventional linear damping controller is based on a single operating

condition of the power system. This approach, however simple, may have

a restricted operating range, especially when line loadings may show large

variations. This lead for example ABB to use an (adaptive) gain-scheduling

approach for inter-area power oscillation damping for their TCSC installa-

tion on the North-South interconnection in Brazil which was commissioned

in 1999 [49].

Based on these considerations, an adaptive approach for POD was chosen

in this work. Here, an adaptive controller for POD and power flow control

based on a simple generic system model is proposed. The controller is based

on a non-linear control law which combines the demand of power oscillation
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damping with the demand of power flow control. The advantage of using

a generic system model is that it requires only limited knowledge of the

system data and that it can be used in many different systems as long as

the basic assumptions hold. Since the proposed controller is adaptive, it

is possible for the controller to adapt to changes in the grid topology by

real-time estimations of the system model parameters.

4.1.1 System models

This section is focused on the system models which are used for the controller

designs. Initially, a number of general assumptions on the characteristics of

the power system are established:

� The power system is assumed to consist of mainly two grid areas which

are prone to inter-area power oscillations of one dominating frequency.

This assumption is based on the fact that many power systems which

require supplementary power oscillation damping are of this type.

� The generators in the system are assumed to provide the grid with

voltages which are well controlled in magnitude. This is according to

the classical modeling approach for synchronous machines. If PSS are

used, the dynamics of these are seen as a contribution to the general

damping of the inter-area mode and these dynamics are not modeled

explicitly.

� The loads in the system are assumed to be voltage-independent static

loads. The voltage dependence of loads in a power system influences

the damping of power oscillations in the system. In the models, this

influence on the mode damping is considered as a part of the general

damping of the inter-area mode.
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Figure 4.1: Generic system model for control of CSC, TSSC and TCSC.

System model for the CSC, the TSSC and the TCSC

With the above assumptions in mind, a simple way to describe a power

system with an installed CSC is according to Fig. 4.1. In this reduced

grid model, each of the power system areas (1 and 2) is represented by

a synchronous machine modeled by the classical model with the internal

voltages of the machines described by voltage phasors of magnitudes E1,2

and phase angles δ1,2. The transmission line where the CSC is installed is

represented by a variable inductive reactance X whereas the grid reactances

are reduced to one parallel reactance Xeq and one series reactance Xi. Xi is

the sum of the series reactances Xi1 and Xi2 corresponding to each of the

grid areas which also includes the transient reactances of the area-equivalent

machines. The controller which is proposed here is adaptive and estimates

the parameters Xi and Xeq in real time.

The system in Fig. 4.1 will exhibit one mode of electro-mechanical os-

cillation when it is subject to a disturbance. It is assumed that the an-

gular frequency of this mode is ωosc (or fosc expressed in Hz) and that

the damping exponent of the mode is σ. This means that the inter-area

power oscillation in this system can be described by an equation of the form

Posc(t) = Ceσtsin(ωosct). The loads in the system are represented by two

loads L1 and L2 which are assumed to be constant active power voltage-

independent loads connected close to each machine representation. If the

generators in the system have AVR:s connected to PSS, these will contribute

to the damping of the inter-area oscillation mode which can be taken into

account in the model by the parameter σ.
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Figure 4.2: Motivation for the choice of CSC system model.
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An attempt to motivate the choice of system model is made in Fig. 4.2.

In the upper part of the figure, a power system consisting of two grid ar-

eas that are weakly interconnected is shown. In the middle of the figure,

this system has been reduced to a steady-state model where the grid areas

are represented by the voltage phasors E1 � δ1 and E2 � δ2 behind the short-

circuit impedances Zi1 and Zi2. The interconnecting lines are represented

by the impedances Z and Zeq. In order to extend this model to a dynamic

representation of the grid, it is assumed that local modes of oscillation are

neglected in each of the grid areas. This makes it possible to represent each

grid area as a single synchronous machine model with the aggregated mo-

ment of inertia of all synchronous machines in the grid area. The resistances

in the system are also neglected and all lines in the model are represented

by their reactance values. The total mechanical power which is generated at

the turbines in each area is denoted P ′
m1 and P ′

m2 for the grid areas 1 and

2 respectively. The total load in each area is represented by the constant

loads PL1 and PL2.

The system model for the CSC, TSSC and TCSC devices was first de-

scribed in [Paper 1].

System model for the DPFC

The topology of the DPFC gives two means for controlling the line power.

Either, the settings of the PST may be changed, altering the phase angles of

the voltages in Eq. (3.1), or the reactance value of the TSSC/TSSR may be

changed in order to change the denominator in (3.1) to control the line power.

Since the PST is a slow device when compared to the TSSC/TSSR, the tasks

that require speed of control like power oscillation damping, transient sta-

bility improvement, and voltage stability improvement are performed by the

TSSC/TSSR. When the fast control tasks are considered, the PST is as-

sumed to be a device contributing with its constant electrical characteristics

to the grid environment surrounding the TSSC/TSSR. This is the basis for

construction of the system model for the DPFC control which is aimed at

controlling the dynamic TSSC/TSSR part of the device. The control of the

internal PST of the DPFC has not been considered in detail in this the-
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Figure 4.3: Generic system model for control of DPFC.

sis. However, one aim of this controller may for instance be to minimize

the overall grid losses by power flow control. These are tasks performed by

the Transmission System Operator (TSO) at the system level where a large

amount of grid data and remote system information must be considered.

Another aim of the PST controller may be to ensure that the setting of the

internal TSSC of the DPFC is such that it can provide a sufficient amount

of series compensation in case of a fault threatening the system stability.

The system model for control of the dynamic part of the DPFC is based

on the system model developed for control of CSC utilizing the same basic

assumptions. A simple model for the PST consisting of a controllable volt-

age angle shift in series with a tap-dependent series reactance is included

in the original model yielding a basic model illustrated in Fig. 4.3. Here,

two additional known parameters are introduced, the tap-dependent series

reactance of the PST, XPST , and the phase angle shift introduced by the

PST, α. The series reactance of the uncompensated DPFC line is given as

Xline and the variable reactance inserted by the dynamic part of the DPFC

is denoted XTSSC/TSSR. The damping of the oscillatory mode is given by

the damping exponent σ and the frequency of the mode as ωosc (or fosc ex-

pressed in Hz). The unknown grid parameters Xi and Xeq remain the same

as in the CSC system model.

The system model for the DPFC was introduced in [Paper 5].

Different versions of the system models

The system models which have been used in this work consider each of the

two power system areas as a single synchronous machine. With the proposed
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system models, two possible views on the behavior of the generator voltages

are:

� The machines are considered to be modeled as voltage sources behind

transient reactances. The internal voltage phasors of the machines

E1 � δ1 and E2 � δ2 are considered to be constant in magnitude and

varying in angle. Using this viewpoint, the system model variable

Xi includes the machine transient reactances Xd1’ and Xd2’. This is

the classical assumption for the machines which is used in this Chapter

and in [Papers 1-5].

� The machines with internal voltage phasors E1 � δ1 and E2 � δ2 and tran-

sient reactances Xd1’ and Xd2’ have terminal voltages which are as-

sumed to be controlled by Automatic Voltage Regulators (AVR) which

yield terminal voltages U1 � θ1 and U2 � θ2 which do not differ signifi-

cantly in magnitude from the nominal value. Using this approach, the

system variable Xi does not include the internal impedances of the

machines. This approach is used in [Paper 6].

In the second approach, which is used in [Paper 6], the assumptions that

δ1−θ1 and δ2−θ2 are small in magnitude compared to the magnitude of the

phase angle difference θ1 − θ2 between the machines are used. With these

assumptions, the estimation relations and control laws of both approaches

are the same.

The choice of viewpoint is not important for the controller operation, since

the value of Xi is estimated in real-time by the controller. It is only the in-

terpretation of the estimated value of Xi which is influenced by the viewpoint.

4.1.2 Control laws

Test system

To illustrate the principles of POD and fast power flow control, a four-

machine system shown in Fig. 4.4 is used. This test system was also used in
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Figure 4.4: The four-machine test system.

[Papers 4-7] of this thesis. The four-machine system is based on a commonly

used 230 kV/60 Hz system for studies of inter-area oscillations [1]. Some

changes are made from the original system: one tie line is added and the

length of the lines interconnecting the two grid areas is stretched to 300 km.

Shunt compensation in node 8 is also inserted to maintain a good voltage

profile. The generators are equipped with fast exciters and PSS units with

an intentionally selected low gain in order to obtain a system with a small

positive damping ratio. The test system has two local power oscillation

modes with a frequency in the range of 1 Hz with a reasonable damping and

one inter-area mode of oscillation with a frequency in the range of 0.6 Hz

which is poorly damped. One important goal for a CSC in this system is to

improve the damping of the inter-area mode.

Principles of POD by means of a CSC

Consider an ideal CSC located on one of the tie-lines N8-N9 in the four-

machine test system in a case where the power transfer between the grid

areas is about 600 MW. Fig. 4.5 shows the result of a time-domain simulation

of a step change in the CSC reactance when the system is initially in steady-

state. It can be seen that an inter-area oscillation is generated as a result of

the action of the CSC. If a three-phase to ground fault at node 8 is simulated

at t=1.0 s and cleared after 100 ms with no line disconnection and no action

of the CSC, a poorly damped inter-area oscillation is established as shown

in Fig. 4.6. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 raise the question if it is possible to act

with the CSC such that an oscillation in anti-phase of the one caused by

the fault is generated. This would then cancel out the oscillation in Fig. 4.6
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Figure 4.5: Four-machine system: Step change in the CSC reactance at

t=3.7 s.

totally by a single step change in the reactance. Fig. 4.7 shows that this is

indeed possible. If the controller is limited to act only at times coinciding

with the high and low peaks of the oscillation it is theoretically possible to

cancel out the oscillation at any given peak. However, Fig. 4.7 also shows

that a very large change in the level of compensation is necessary to fulfill

the requirement resulting in a very high level of the power transmitted on

the CSC line. In order to find a practical use of this principle, it is necessary

to extend it to a two-step practice. Fig. 4.8 shows this procedure. Here,

the controller acts twice on consecutive peaks in the power oscillation which

results in an almost total cancellation of the inter-area oscillation. With this

technique, it is possible to control the final power on the line with the CSC

since the first step in the sequence can be chosen with an optional magnitude,

whereas the second step can always cancel the oscillation according to the

single-step argument above. Now, what remains is to find a way to determine

the necessary step magnitudes of the CSC action to fulfil the requirements.
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Figure 4.6: Four-machine system: Three-phase fault at N8 - No supple-

mentary damping.

This problem is solved assuming that the grid can be accurately modeled by

the generic system model in Fig. 4.1.

First, in order to solve the problem of oscillation cancellation in one step,

consider the differential equations [1] describing the model :

d2δ1
dt2

= ω0
2H1

(
Pm1 − E1E2 sin(δ1−δ2)

Xtot
− Kd1

ω0

dδ1
dt

)
(4.1)

d2δ2
dt2

= ω0
2H2

(
Pm2 − E1E2 sin(δ2−δ1)

Xtot
− Kd2

ω0

dδ2
dt

)
. (4.2)

Here, ω0 denotes the electrical angular frequency of the system, H1 and H2

are the constants of inertia of the reduced machine representations of the

grid areas while Pm1 and Pm2 denote the excess mechanical power in each

area while Kd1 and Kd2 are the damping factors of each machine. The excess

mechanical power is defined as the power generated in each area which is not

consumed by loads in the same area, Pm1 = P ′
m1−PL1 and Pm2 = P ′

m2−PL2.
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Figure 4.7: Four-machine system: Three-phase fault at N8 - Oscillation

damping in one step.

The total reactance between the grid areas is denoted

Xtot = Xi +
XXeq

X +Xeq
. (4.3)

The units of the parameters are: δ [rad], t [s], H [s], ω [rad/s], Pm [p.u.], E

[p.u.], Xtot [p.u.], and Kd [p.u. torque/p.u. speed].

At the positive and negative peaks of the power oscillation, the difference

δ1 − δ2 assumes its highest and lowest values and the time-derivatives of δ1
and δ2 are both zero. In order to stabilize the system at one of these instants

in time, it is necessary to also force the second time-derivative of δ1 and δ2
to be zero. If this is done, all higher order derivatives of δ1 and δ2 will also

be zero and no inter-area oscillations will longer occur in the system. This

can be achieved by assuring that the right-hand sides of both (4.1) and (4.2)

are zero.
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damping and power flow control in two steps.

In order to illustrate the damping process, the situation in Fig. 4.7 is used

as an example. The value of Pm1 = −Pm2 = Ptot0 which is assumed to be

constant during the change in the CSC reactance is estimated immediately

before the controller operation as indicated in Fig. 4.7. This is done with

the knowledge of the grid parameters X and Xeq by measuring the average

power (calculated over one oscillation cycle) on the line with the CSC, PXav

and applying

Ptot0 =
Xeq +X

Xeq
PXav. (4.4)

Eq. (4.4) is also valid for instantaneous values of the line power PX and the

total power Ptot. In order to force the right-hand sides of (4.1) and (4.2)

to zero at the instant t=3.7 s when the power oscillation on the line has a

negative peak, assume that the angle difference δ1−δ2 does not change during

the change in reactance and that the terminal voltages of the generators
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are constant. This can be motivated since the rotor angles δ1 and δ2 are

governed by inertia and move only with a large time constant. In this case,

the product E1E2 sin(δ1−δ2), valid both before and after the reactance step

can be calculated in terms of the initial power and reactance values,

E1E2 sin(δ1 − δ2) = PtotpXtot. (4.5)

This gives the instantaneous total power after the reactance step,

P ′
tot =

E1E2 sin(δ1 − δ2)

X ′
tot

=
PtotpXtot

X ′
tot

. (4.6)

Here, the total instantaneous power transmitted between the areas before

and after the step is denoted Ptotp and P ′
tot respectively, and the total re-

actance according to (4.3) initially and finally is given as Xtot and X ′
tot

respectively. Ptotp is calculated by measuring the power on the CSC line at

the peak of the oscillation, PXp, as indicated in Fig. 4.7 and applying the

same factor which was used for the average values of the power in (4.4).

If P ′
tot is forced to be equal to Ptot0 by choosing X ′

tot in a suitable way, the

right hand sides of Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) will be zero since dδ1/dt and dδ2/dt

are already zero at the chosen instant. The ratio of the total reactance before

and after the reactance change required for this can be found by setting (4.6)

equal to Ptot0. Thus,

Xtot

X ′
tot

=
Ptot0

Ptotp
. (4.7)

The required change in the total reactance can now be expressed as

ΔXtot = X ′
tot −Xtot =

(
Ptotp

Ptot0
− 1

)
Xtot, (4.8)

and the required change in the initial CSC line reactance X0 is found by

applying (4.3) to the situation before and after the reactance change. This

gives the non-linear control law for damping in one step,

ΔX =
ΔXtot(X0 +Xeq)

2

X2
eq −ΔXtotX0 −ΔXtotXeq

. (4.9)

In order to solve the combined damping and power flow control problem

in two steps as illustrated in Fig. 4.9, it is assumed that the total reactance
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4.1 Principles for POD and fast power flow control

according to (4.3) before the first reactance step is Xtot0, after the first step

Xtot1, and after the second step Xtot2. The effective reactance of the CSC

line is denoted X0 initially, X1 following the first step, and X2 after the

second step. It is immediately recognized that the final compensation state

given by X2 can be calculated since it is assumed that the initial average

power on the line is known as PXav as in the single-step case above and the

desired set-point of the average power flow is denoted PXsp. The expression

becomes

PXsp = PXav

(
Xeq +X0

Xeq +X2

)
(4.10)

by current sharing of the parallel lines in the circuit assuming that the av-

erage transmitted total power is constant during the procedure (see [Paper

1]). By means of (4.3), Xtot2 is then known. To calculate Xtot1, denote the

instantaneous total power transmitted between the areas before the steps at

the point where the controller starts to act as Ptotp, the total power after

the first step as Pp1, and the total power right before the second step as P ′
p1.

From (4.6) it is now found that

PtotpXtot0 = Pp1Xtot1. (4.11)

The value of the total power right before the second step can be approxi-

mated by recognizing that the total power always oscillates around its aver-

age value Ptot0,

P ′
p1 = (Ptot0 − Pp1)e

σTosc/2 + Ptot0. (4.12)

Here it has been assumed that the power oscillation can be described by a

sine function in time. The real part of the eigenvalue corresponding to the

inter-area mode is given as σ and Tosc is the cycle time of the oscillation.

Since it is known that the second reactance step must cancel the oscillation

completely, the second reactance step must fulfil

P ′
p1Xtot1 = Ptot0Xtot2 (4.13)

and bring the instantaneous total power value to equal the average level

Ptot0. Combining Eqs. (4.11), (4.12), and (4.13) now yields((
Ptot0 − PtotpXtot0

Xtot1

)
eσTosc/2 + Ptot0

)
Xtot1 (4.14)

= Ptot0Xtot2.
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Figure 4.9: Ideal damping and power flow control in two steps with deno-

tations.

Thus, the reactance Xtot1 can be calculated, using (4.4) to calculate Ptotp

and Ptot0 from the measured values of the peak line power PXp and the

average line power PXav indicated in Fig. 4.9. By means of Eqs. (4.3) and

(4.14), X1 is now known and since X0 is known initially and X2 has been

calculated, the control law is complete and the necessary reactance changes

can be calculated as ΔX1 = X1 −X0 and ΔX2 = X2 −X1.

The damping and power flow control methods proposed here are believed

to be original work even though discrete, time-optimal methods for damping

of power oscillations by means of CSC have been described before [32], [33],

[36].

Similar control laws for damping and power flow control were derived in

[59] for the system model for the DPFC in Fig. 4.3. These control laws were

used in [Paper 5].
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4.1.3 Estimation of the system model parameters

In this work, the controller is designed based on a generic system model.

This means that the model parameters must be estimated to fit the current

situation in the grid in order for the controller to be successful. Since a

typical power grid is far more complex than the system model and due to

the physical limitations of the CSC device, the real controller will never

work in the ideal way which is described in the previous section. Instead,

the two-step control law will have to be reapplied until the power oscillation

is canceled out. The controller is time-discrete in nature which enables the

parameter estimation routines to be developed based on the open-loop step

response of the reduced system in Fig. 4.1 to changes in the CSC reactance.

In [Paper 1] and more elaborately in [59], the equations governing the step

response of the system when it is initially subject to an electro-mechanical

oscillation are derived assuming that the CSC is ideal. The relations between

the initial instantaneous value of the power on the CSC line, PX and the

instantaneous value of the same line power after the step P ′
X as well as the

average values (calculated over one oscillation cycle) of the CSC line power

before and after the step, PXav and P ′
Xav respectively are derived as

P ′
Xav(X) = PXav

(
Xeq +X

Xeq +X ′

)
, (4.15)

P ′
X = PX

(X +Xeq)

(X ′ +Xeq)

Xtot

X ′
tot

. (4.16)

Here, X and X ′ denote the initial and final values of the CSC line reactance,

and Xtot and X ′
tot denote the initial and final values of the total reactance.

These relations can be directly applied to derive non-linear estimation rela-

tions for the grid parameters Xi and Xeq. These are used to estimate the

grid parameters based on the measured instantaneous and average values of

the line power of the line where the CSC is placed before and after each new

step during the CSC operation and the known values of the apparent CSC

line reactance before and after the reactance step.

In this procedure, more elaborately explained in [59], which is repeated

each time the controller executes a step in the CSC reactance, Eq. (4.15) is
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first used to estimate Xeq. Xi is then derived using the estimate of Xeq in

Eq. (4.16) together with the collected data of the reactance step magnitude

and the step response in the CSC line power.

In the implementation of the controller, consecutive estimates of the sys-

tem parameters are averaged in order to give a more robust performance.

One motivation for using a non-linear estimation technique instead of a linear

one such as a Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm is that the damping

control law is non-linear which may lead to large deviations from the lin-

earization point of the system equations, which in turn may lead to errors

in the linear estimation.

Similar estimation routines were derived in [59] for the system model for

the DPFC in Fig. 4.3. These estimation routines were used in [Paper 5].

4.2 Strategy for transient stability improvement

For all FACTS devices considered in this thesis, an open-loop strategy is used

to improve the transient stability. The background to the chosen strategy

is given in [Paper 4] and more elaborately discussed in [59]. The goal is to

maximize the transient stability of the system when a fault which threatens

the stability is detected. The scheme, which is enabled directly when a fault

has been identified as a threat to the transient stability of the system, acts

by controlling the reactance (XCSC) of the CSC, TSSC or internal TSSC of

the DPFC in two stages during the first-swing of the generator angles. It

can (after it has been initiated) be concluded in the following compact form:

XCSC = XCSCmin, (θ̇s − θ̇r) > 0 (4.17)

XCSC = XCSCmin, (θ̇s − θ̇r) < 0, (θs − θr) > 90◦ (4.18)

XCSC = cXCSCmin, (4.19)

(θ̇s − θ̇r) < 0, (θs − θr) < 90◦, c ∈ [0,1].
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Here, the electrical angles of the reduced machine equivalents in the sending

and receiving area of Fig. 4.1 are denoted θs and θr respectively, and the

minimum value of the CSC reactance (maximum amount of compensation)

is given as XCSCmin. The scheme selects the maximum compensation level

at fault clearance and reverts to a lower level of series compensation as the

angle difference declines after the first swing. The switching instant of the

scheme is determined from the local signals at the FACTS device location

in a manner described in [59].

The aim of the first step in the scheme which is executed directly after the

fault is to increase the transmitted power on the FACTS line. This is done

to compensate for the loss in transmission capability which occured dur-

ing the fault to facilitate the return to steady-state operation of the power

system. The second step in the scheme, where the degree of series compen-

sation of the FACTS device is reduced, is executed as the angle difference

θs − θr swings back provided that the system has survived the first swing

in the generator angles. This step change in the series reactance provides

supplementary damping to the following power oscillation and thus acts as

a precursor to the operation of the damping controller which commonly is

initiated directly after the transient scheme has completed its two steps. The

second step in the transient scheme can be motivated since it is necessary

to maintain a high degree of compensation until the whole first swing after

a fault is completed to optimize the transient stability of the system. If the

regular damping controller was initiated directly following the first step in

the transient scheme, its action would, in serious faults where θs − θr > 90◦,
be initiated to reduce the degree of compensation before the generator an-

gles have started to swing back which would be detrimental to the transient

stability.

Even if the system is transiently stable and survives the first swing, pro-

vided that the pre-programmed scheme is used, the system may still exhibit

transient instability if the series compensation level is significantly reduced

during one of the subsequent swings when the damping controller is in oper-

ation. In order to maximize the transient stability during subsequent swings,

the controller is required to maintain the maximum possible degree of com-

pensation when the angle separation θs−θr is increasing. To achieve this goal
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without exceeding the short-term overload limit of the FACTS line, the tran-

sient controller alters the set-point of the power flow control function which

is included in the POD controller. The set-point PXsp is changed such that

it equals the short-term overload limit Plimit. A conservative choice of Plimit

is the active power level on the line which can be allowed for the time it

takes for the Transmission System Operator (TSO) to re-dispatch the sys-

tem to comply with the N-1 criterion of the new conditions. The transient

capability can be further improved if the system allows PXsp to be chosen

higher than the thermal limit during the time when the damping controller

is active after a fault. An even larger improvement of the transient stability

can be achieved if the operating range of the series compensating device is

limited during the damping event. In this case, a maximum limit of XCSC ,

XCSClim other than the physical limit of the device can be set when the

transient scheme is triggered. For example, it may be coherent to choose

XCSClim = cXCSCmin such that XCSCmin ≤ XCSC ≤ cXCSCmin, ensuring

the same minimum level of compensation of the FACTS device during the

whole controller operation. This reduces the risk of transient instability even

though limiting the operating range of the device decreases the effectiveness

of the damping controller which makes the method a trade-off between tran-

sient stability improvement and oscillation damping enhancement.

Detection of faults threatening the transient stability of the system is

not addressed in this work. However, a comprehensive literature study of

the research on on-line transient stability assessment is found in [42]. A

similar transient stability improvement strategy as the one proposed here is

described for a shunt-connected FACTS device in [53].

4.3 Controllers for the CSC, the TSSC and the TCSC

A block diagram of the controller proposed for control of the CSC, the TSSC

and the TCSC is shown in Fig. 4.10. Generally, a fault in the system first

leads to a risk of transient instability which initiates the transient controller.

When this controller has performed its sequence there is commonly a power

oscillation in the system which is detected by an RLS algorithm [49]. The
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Figure 4.10: Schematic illustration of the full CSC controller.

RLS algorithm is based on the assumption that the line power is composed

of a zero frequency component (the average value) and a component which

has a known frequency range (the dominant power oscillation frequency).

The algorithm utilizes an expected oscillation frequency when no oscillations

are at hand. At any event that causes power oscillations, the frequency

parameter is adapted to the actual oscillation frequency by a PI-controller.

The algorithm gives a real-time estimation of the average line power (PXav),

oscillation amplitude (PXosc), frequency (fosc), and phase (ϕosc). The RLS

algorithm is necessary in order to determine the input and timing for the

damping controller and the parameter estimator.

When an oscillation with an amplitude exceeding a certain level is detected

by the RLS algorithm, the damping controller is enabled. The damping

controller is based on the control law of damping and power flow control in

two time-steps presented in Section 4.1.2. Since the damping controller/fast

power flow controller is only active when power oscillations are present, a

separate slow PI-controller with the power reference value Pref is necessary

for long-term power flow control. These controllers contribute with the terms

XPOD, XTr, and XPI to the desired reactance of the series compensator

- XCSC . All controllers use the active power PX of the FACTS line or

estimations based on PX as input signals. The transient controller also

uses the current magnitude of the FACTS line IX as an input signal as

well as remote system information for triggering. In case of a contingency

which triggers the transient controller, the fast power flow controller which

is included in the power oscillation damping algorithm is used to increase the
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power flow on the line rapidly to an emergency set-point PXsp. This action

is initiated locally at the FACTS device to assure the transient stability

of the system until the TSO has had time to analyze the situation and to

reschedule the power flows in the system to comply with the new N-1 security

constraints. Once this assessment has been done, the FACTS line power

can be controlled to the new desired set-point by changing the reference

value Pref to the PI-controller. It should be noted that the fast power flow

controller included in the POD algorithm is only active as long as the POD

controller is in service. This means that once the oscillation amplitude falls

below a predefined level, the line power will be completely controlled by the

PI-controller. Due to this, it is necessary to increase the value of Pref if the

transient controller has been initiated following a contingency to keep the

FACTS line power at a high level during the rescheduling effort even after

that the power oscillations have been damped out.

The performance of the controller proposed here was studied in [Paper 4]

and in [Paper 6].

4.4 Controller for the DPFC

The multi-purpose controller for power flow control, POD, and transient

stability which is proposed here for the DPFC is based on the same principles

as the CSC controllers. The controller has a structure according to Fig. 4.11.

In this figure, the different controllers contribute with the terms XPOD, XTr,

and XPI to the reactance of the TSSC/TSSR - XTSSC/TSSR. All controllers

use the active power on the DPFC line, PX or estimations based on PX

as input signals. The transient controller also uses the RMS value of the

current on the DPFC line, IX as an input signal as well as remote system

information for triggering. This control structure has most properties in

common with the multi-objective controller proposed for CSC devices in the

previous section. The power oscillation damping with its fast power flow

control functionality and the transient control structure all have the same

functions and input signals as in the CSC case. The system identification

part provides the estimated parameters to the controller in the same way
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Figure 4.11: Schematic illustration of the full DPFC controller.

as it was done in the CSC controller. The main differences between the

controllers lie in the system model, the estimation routines and the damping

algorithms. In the overall structure, it is here assumed that the long term

reference value for the DPFC line power Pref is provided by the TSO together

with the selected value for the PST tap level. In order to select these values,

loss optimization targets and grid security constraints must be considered.

The optimization of the tap level should in most cases be done in a way

such that the PST alone is controlling the long-term stationary power on

the line keeping the TSSC compensation close to zero. This is done in order

to reserve the TSSC capability for corrective control during contingencies.

Since this capability is available, the PST can be controlled in a more efficient

way in normal operation, optimizing the overall grid losses.

The performance of the controller proposed here was studied in [Paper 5].

4.5 An example of the CSC controller in operation

The CSC controller which was described in Section 4.3 was studied in [Pa-

per 6]. Here, an example of the controller operation in the four-machine

system shown in Fig. 4.4 is given. In this case, the controller is used to

control a TSSC placed at the CSC position in the test system. The test

system exhibits poorly damped inter-area oscillations with a frequency of
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Figure 4.12: Four-machine system, 600 MW inter-area power transfer,

fault B: CSC line power (Pline) and series compensation level

(kTSSC), TSSC controller enabled/disabled.

approximately 0.6 Hz when it is subject to a disturbance. The TSSC, which

is placed on one of the interconnecting lines N8-N9 to damp the inter-area

mode, is selected to consist of three switched series-connected capacitive el-

ements. This arrangement gives the TSSC an operating range where the

inserted reactance can be varied in eight discrete equidistant steps between

the minimum reactance XTCSCmin which was chosen to be -50 % of the

initial reactance of the TSSC line and the maximum reactance XTCSCmax

which is zero.

In [Paper 6], the controller performance was studied by simulation of four

different contingencies for a high- (200 MW/line) and a low- (60 MW/line)

loading situation of the tie lines N7-N9 between the grid areas. Here, only

the results of the high load case in Fault B which is a 3-phase short circuit at

node 8 cleared by disconnection of one N8-N9 line in parallel to the CSC after

200 ms are given. Simulated measurement noise with a standard deviation

of 1 % of the input signal value was added to the controller input.

When this fault case is simulated in the time-domain, it yields the results

shown in Figures 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14. From Fig. 4.12, it can be seen that the
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Figure 4.13: Four-machine system, 600 MW inter-area power transfer,

fault B: (a) Terminal voltages in phase A of generators G2

and G4 with the controller enabled (UaG2c, UaG4c) and dis-

abled (UaG2nc, UaG4nc), (b) Generator terminal voltage phase

differences between G2 and G4 with the controller enabled

(θG2c − θG4c) and disabled (θG2nc − θG4nc).

transient controller is activated at fault clearance at t=1.2 s and disengaged

at t=1.7 s. The damping controller is engaged at t=2.3 s. At first, the grid

parameters are unknown and the parameters are reset to a safe state (see

Fig. 4.14). As the system parameters are estimated with better accuracy,

the damping is gradually more effective. The damping of the oscillation is

completed at t=5.5 s and the power flow on the line is stabilized close to the

set-point 350 MW which is assumed to be the short-term overload limit of

the line in this case. In Fig. 4.13, the terminal voltage magnitude and phase

angle in phase A of G2 and G4 are plotted. Here, the damping effect of the

controller on the generator angles is clearly seen.

Fig. 4.14 shows the evolution of the system model parameters Xi, Xeq,

and fosc. The system exhibits a dominant inter-area mode of oscillation in

the range of 0.51-0.74 Hz depending on configuration. The initial guess of

fosc is chosen to be 0.6 Hz. The parameters Xi and Xeq are updated when-
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Figure 4.14: Four-machine system, 600 MW inter-area power transfer,

fault B: Estimated system model parameters Xi, Xeq, and

fosc, TSSC controller enabled.

ever a reactance step response in the power of the TSSC line above a certain

magnitude is detected. It can be seen that the parameters stabilize close to

Xi=0.17 p.u. and Xeq=0.15 p.u. on a 100 MW, 230 kV base after a few

time-steps. The estimated value of Xeq is close to what could be expected

judging from the line length and inductive reactance characteristics of the

remaining line N8-N9 in parallel to the TSSC line. The estimated value of

Xi is somewhat higher than what could be expected from the line charac-

teristics. This is a general pattern which is seen in most simulation cases.

The reason for this may be the simplicity of the system model which causes

various un-modeled dynamics of the generators and AVR to be included in

the Xi parameter. The PI-controller tuning fosc is continuously active as

long as the power oscillation exceeds 15 MW in amplitude.

It is judged difficult to continuously estimate the damping exponent σ in

a reliable manner. Thus, this parameter is set to zero. Since power systems

are rarely operated such that negative damping of power oscillations is likely,

this is a worst case assumption. This means that the controller will be based

on a correct assumption in the worst case where it is needed the most. If

negative damping can be expected, σ can be set to a positive value ensuring
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optimal performance in the worst case on the expense of the performance in

non-critical conditions.

4.6 Performance of the controllers in the studied test

systems

In [Papers 4-6], the performance of the proposed damping controller for a

an ideal CSC ([Paper 4]), a DPFC ([Paper 5]), and a TSSC ([Paper 6])

was studied in simulations of a four-machine test system with one poorly

damped inter-area mode of oscillation. The system was studied in four

different contingencies at two different inter-area power transfer levels. The

damping of the inter-area mode was improved to acceptable levels in all the

studied cases when the proposed controllers were used both with the CSC,

the TSSC, and the DPFC as the controllable device.

In the case of the DPFC controller, a performance degradation of the

damping controller was observed at large advancing angles of the internal

PST. This degradation is believed to be due to the dependence of the con-

trollability and observability of the inter-area mode at the DPFC location on

the inserted angle shift of the PST as discussed in [Paper 5]. This problem

is also expected to affect other types of damping controllers for the DPFC

using locally measured signals as inputs.

The TSSC controller performance was also studied in simulations of a

23-machine system from [60] in [Paper 6]. Here, the aim was to improve

the damping of one inter-area power oscillation mode and to improve the

transient stability of the system. The system was studied in four different

contingencies at two different operation points, one with normal load and

one with peak load. With the TSSC controller disabled, the system ex-

hibited small-signal instability in 3 of the 4 contingencies in the peak-load

case. Additionally, the system was transiently unstable in 2 of the 4 studied

faults in the peak load case. With the TSSC controller used in the peak

load case, the system was transiently stable and the damping of the inter-

area mode was improved to acceptable levels in 3 of the 4 fault cases when
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the controller was used without limitation of the TSSC post-fault operating

region. If the region of operation of the TSSC was limited such that a mini-

mum compensation level was ensured during the damping action, all four of

the studied contingencies were stable with sufficiently damped power oscil-

lations. In the normal-load case, the system was initially transiently stable,

but the damping of the inter-area mode was sub-optimal. With the TSSC

controller, the damping of the inter-area mode was improved significantly in

all four contingencies.

A larger study of the performance of the proposed CSC controller in the

23-machine test system was presented in [59].

4.7 Chapter summary

The results presented in [Papers 1-6] can be summarized as follows:

� Generic system models have been proposed for control of a CSC and

a DPFC in a power system with one dominating mode of inter-area

power oscillation.

� New discrete non-linear control laws for the CSC and the DPFC have

been derived for POD and power flow control in grids described by the

system models.

� Adaptive controllers based on the control laws have been developed

and tested by digital simulation with good results in one four-machine

and one 23-machine test system.

� A concept to combine the developed damping controllers with a tran-

sient control scheme has been introduced and tested with good results

in one four-machine and one 23-machine test system.

� A performance degradation of the damping controller for the DPFC

was observed at high boosting angles of the PST in the four-machine

test system. This problem is also expected to affect other types of
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damping controllers for the DPFC using locally measured signals as

inputs.

The main advantage of the developed controllers is that they are based on

simple, generic system models which simplifies the implementation of the

controllers, and reduces the amount of power system data which is required

during the controller design dramatically when compared to conventional

controllers. Another benefit is that the damping- and power flow controllers

utilize only signals measured at the FACTS device location as inputs. The

deficiencies of the controllers are that they are not suitable for systems where

several oscillation modes require supplementary damping. Moreover, the

controllers do not take into account voltage variations in the power grid

areas. The impact of this assumption on the controller performance is dis-

cussed in [Paper 6].
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5 Methods for study of

Subsynchronous resonance

This chapter reviews the study reported in [Paper 7] on different frequency

scanning techniques to determine the electrical damping of subsynchronous

oscillations in series compensated power grids. These methods can be used

to assess if a certain power system is likely to exhibit Subsynchronous Reso-

nance (SSR) or not. The four chosen methods are among the most popular

which are used in the field. Each method is used to calculate the electrical

damping for the subsynchronous torsional frequencies of the four-machine

test system presented in Section 4.1.2 seen from generator G1 in the system.

The performance of each method is then evaluated and compared to that of

the other methods and bench-marked against the most elaborate (and time-

consuming) method which uses time-domain simulation to evaluate the elec-

trical damping. This method is believed to yield the most accurate results

for the electrical damping in the system.

5.1 Introduction to frequency scanning

One way to avoid SSR is to limit the amount of series compensation in

the power system either at the design stage or by bypassing existing se-

ries capacitor segments. This approach may shift the electrical resonance

frequency away from the torsional resonance frequencies of the turbine-

generator shafts. In order to determine the limits for the allowable de-

gree of series compensation, studies are necessary. As a first step in the

investigation, frequency scanning techniques are commonly used. Analyti-

cal frequency scanning techniques [61], [62], [63], [64] determine the system
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impedance viewed from the neutral of the generator under study as a function

of torsional frequency. This impedance can together with the mechanical pa-

rameters of the turbine-generator shaft be used to estimate the damping of

the torsional modes of the generator shaft. Another class of frequency scan-

ning methods are those which use a time-domain simulation tool to simulate

the power system. These methods add a test signal of variable frequency to

the shaft speed of the generator under study [65], [66], [67]. The response

in the electrical torque delivered from the generator is then recorded and

its frequency components are analyzed such that the damping torque of the

frequency component originating from the inserted test signal can be cal-

culated. This procedure is performed for the interesting range of torsional

frequencies by scanning the frequency of the test signal which yields a plot

of the electrical damping constant versus torsional frequency. In this work,

a comparative study of the most popular methods of frequency scanning is

presented. Apart from this study, one recent study of two analytical methods

for frequency scanning is found in [68].

5.2 Methods for frequency scanning

5.2.1 Simplified analytical method

This method was first proposed in [61] and [62]. The method is frequently

used in the industry to identify if SSR is likely to occur in a specific power

grid. The approach is to calculate the driving point impedance over the

interesting frequency range as viewed from the neutral bus of the generator

under study. The turbine-generator shaft generally has its mechanical res-

onance frequencies at subsynchronous frequencies. If a torsional oscillation

of frequency fn exists in a system with a synchronous frequency f0, it can

be shown [61] that this will give rise to currents of one subsynchronous fre-

quency fsub = f0 − fn and one supersynchronous frequency fsup = f0 + fn
in the armature. To include both sub- and supersynchronous components

in the analysis, the driving point impedance must thus be calculated for

frequencies from zero to the double electrical frequency of the grid when

the electrical damping for torsional frequencies between zero and f0 Hz is
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evaluated. The study machine is here represented by its induction genera-

tor equivalent while all other machines in the power system are represented

by their subtransient reactances. The transmission lines are represented by

their nominal π-equivalents. The grid representation is found by setting up

the admittance matrix of the system including the step-up transformer of

the study machine. For each studied electrical frequency fe, the short-circuit

equivalent impedance of the grid seen from the study machine is calculated

including the impedance of the the machine itself found from its induction

generator equivalent.

Requiring that each mode of torsional oscillation can be evaluated inde-

pendently, the electrical damping of mode n of torsional oscillation, repre-

sented by its decrement factor σen with unit [1/s] is given by the interaction

relationship

σen = − fsub
8Hnfn

( Rsub

R2
sub +X2

sub

)

+
fsup

8Hnfn

( Rsup

R2
sup +X2

sup

)
. (5.1)

Here, Rsub and Xsub are the resistance and reactance of the grid including

the study machine impedance in per unit at the subsynchronous frequency

fsub respectively while Rsup and Xsup are the corresponding values at the

supersynchronous frequency fsup. Hn is the modal inertia of the torsional

mode. The total damping of the n:th torsional mode is calculated by adding

the electrical damping σen and the mechanical damping σmn of the mode.

Thus,

σn = σen + σmn. (5.2)

The effective damping constant [p.u. torque/p.u. speed] is determined by:

Dn = De +Dm = 4Hnσen + 4Hnσmn. (5.3)

De can be divided into one subsynchronous term Dsub and one supersyn-

chronous term Dsup corresponding to each term in (5.1),

De = Dsub +Dsup. (5.4)
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The first term in Dn is the electrical damping constant and the second term

is the mechanical counterpart. Obviously, if the total damping constant

according to (5.3) is negative, an SSR problem is indicated.

This method exists in two versions where the method according to [62]

neglects the supersynchronous damping contribution in Eq. (5.4) while the

method according to [61] uses both the sub- and supersynchronous contribu-

tions in (5.4). Also in [69] it is argued that the supersynchronous component

is often neglected and it is stated that it can be shown that the subsyn-

chronous conductance included in the first term of Eq. (5.1) is generally

much larger than the supersynchronous conductance included in the second

term of the equation. In [Paper 7], both approaches are used to obtain a

comparison of the methods.

5.2.2 Two-axis analytical method

This section describes the method for frequency scanning based on the full

d-q representation of the study machine developed in [63] and [64]. This

method, sometimes referred to as the method of complex torque coefficients,

is frequently used academically [70], [71]. The method is based on a two-axis

representation of the machine and grid, and assumes small rotor oscillations

of a certain frequency. This yields variations of an oscillatory nature in the

terminal voltage, stator current, and flux linkage of the machine. The char-

acteristics of these pulsations are analytically calculated in the d-q frame,

and the resulting electrical torque oscillations resulting from the shaft excita-

tion are calculated. Assuming that the rotor oscillations can be represented

by a rotating phasor e and the torque pulsations by another phasor ΔT e,

the electrical complex torque coefficient can be introduced as

ke(jλ) =
ΔT e

e
= Ke + jλDe, (5.5)

with λ = fn/f0. To investigate the interaction between the electrical system

and the mechanical system of the generator and turbines, it is assumed

that the interaction effect can be described by the equation of motion of the

generator rotor, which is assumed to execute a small oscillation. To this end,

a complex torque coefficient of the mechanical system, km(jλ) = Km+jλDm,
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is introduced in [63]. The torque coefficient km(jλ) can be determined if all

mass inertias, spring constants and damping constants in the mass-spring

model of the turbine-generator axis system are known. It is shown in [63]

that an interaction can only occur at frequencies where

Km +Ke ≈ 0, Dm +De < 0. (5.6)

The method to calculateDe derived in [63] and [64] is more accurate than the

simplified method described in the previous section. However, the method

is also more demanding to implement and it requires more detailed machine

data. In the method proposed in [63], the curve plot of De versus frequency

is compared to the plot of −Dm versus frequency. The areas in the plot

which are bounded by the two curves where De+Dm < 0 indicate ranges in

frequency where SSR is likely to occur [72].

In [Paper 7], the calculation of the electrical damping coefficient versus

frequency from [64] is used while the calculation of the mechanical damping

coefficient versus frequency is omitted since it requires detailed information

of the mechanical characteristics of the generator-turbine shaft. This type

of information is often lacking in real cases. The evaluation of the SSR

probability is done in the same way as in the simplified analytical method

by comparing electrical damping coefficients and the mechanical damping

coefficients at the known torsional resonance frequencies.

5.2.3 Test signal method

This section describes the used test signal method, described in [65] and [66].

The version of the method which is used here is implemented as in [67]. The

method is also known as the ”complex torque coefficient method realized by

time domain simulation”. This method models the power system in a time-

domain simulation software which makes it possible to use complex models

of the power system loads and generators if required. The drawback of the

method is naturally that it is computationally demanding and thus time-

consuming compared to the other methods. The time-domain simulation

software used in this work was PSCAD/EMTDC.
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The change of the electrical torque delivered from the generator of study

following a perturbation can be expressed in per unit as

ΔTe = KeΔδ +
De

ω0
Δω. (5.7)

Here, the synchronizing torque coefficient is denoted Ke [p.u. torque/rad.],

and the damping torque coefficient is denoted De [p.u. torque/p.u. speed].

The electrical angle of the machine is denoted δ [rad.] and ω [rad/s] is

the electrical speed of the machine with ω0 [rad/s] denoting the nominal

electrical speed. Now, assume that the generator axis is excited with a small

angular perturbation corresponding to a variation in the electrical angle of

the machine

Δδ = Δδ̂sin(Ωt) (5.8)

which yields

Δω = Δδ̂Ωcos(Ωt) = Re{Δδ̂ΩejΩt}. (5.9)

This is the real part of a rotating phasor Δn = Δδ̂ΩejΩt. When this speed

modulation excites the shaft, it will result in a torque modulation of the

same frequency Ω. If the electrical torque delivered from the generator is

measured, it can be resolved into an average and an oscillating component

Te = Tav +Re{ΔTejΩt}, (5.10)

where the complex phasor is ΔT = ΔTx + jΔTy. Thus,

ΔTe = ΔTxcos(Ωt)−ΔTysin(Ωt). (5.11)

By inserting (5.8), (5.9), and (5.11) into (5.7), and identifying terms, the

unknown torque coefficients can be identified as

Ke =
−ΔTy

Δδ̂
, De =

ΔTxω0

Δδ̂Ω
. (5.12)

In the implementation of the method used here, the oscillating component

of the measured electrical torque and its phasor ΔT are found by means

of a Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm. In order to find the power

system damping for all subsynchronous frequencies of interest, the excitation

frequency is varied between zero and the nominal electrical frequency.
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Figure 5.1: The four-machine test system.

5.3 Test system

The test system used to illustrate the function of the different methods for

frequency scanning is the four-machine system which was also used for study

of the FACTS controllers in Chapter 4. For convenience, this system is shown

again in Fig. 5.1.

In this system, series compensation of variable degree is assumed to be in-

serted by means of a Thyristor Switched Series Capacitor (TSSC) installed

on one of the lines connecting node 8 and 9. The TSSC may be installed

in the system to mitigate power oscillations, improve the transient stability

and control the power flows on the lines between node 8 and 9 as in [Paper

6]. The generator under study is here chosen to be G1 and the other genera-

tors are thus represented by their subtransient impedances in the analytical

calculations. In the time-domain simulations of the test signal method in

PSCAD, generator G1 is modeled using a standard two-axis model while

the other generators are represented by voltage sources behind the corre-

sponding subtransient reactances. G1 is assumed to be equipped with a

turbine-generator shaft system with the same parameters as in the IEEE

first benchmark model for studies of SSR [14]. This is a mechanical system

with four turbines in addition to the generator and exciter. The character-

istics of the torsional modes of interest in this system are given in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Turbine-generator shaft modal parameters

Mode Hn(s) fn(Hz) σmn(1/s) Dm(p.u.)

1 2.7 15.71 0.05 0.54

2 27.8 20.21 0.11 12.2

3 6.92 25.55 0.028 0.78

4 3.92 32.28 0.028 0.44

5.4 Method performance comparison

In this section, the methods which were presented in Section 5.2 are com-

pared in two of the grid configurations studied in [Paper 7]. This is first

done by means of a frequency scan where the electrical damping is calcu-

lated as a function of torsional frequency and then by a scan where the level

of compensation is varied at a fixed frequency which is chosen as one of the

torsional resonance frequencies of the generator-turbine axis. The values ob-

tained for the electrical damping are compared to the mechanical damping

values for the used axis system in order to indicate if the studied situations

are prone to SSR or not.

5.4.1 Frequency scanning De vs fn

In [Paper 7], the methods of frequency scanning were compared in four dif-

ferent contingency configurations at 70 % TSSC compensation level of the

line between node 8 and node 9 in the four-machine test system. Here it is

instructive to study the contingency where both lines N8-N9 in parallel to

the TSSC line are disconnected which is denoted case III in [Paper 7]. This

case is studied with the generator G2 connected and disconnected. The op-

erating point data of the four-machine system used in the study are given in

[Paper 7]. The compared methods of frequency scanning are: the Test sig-

nal method, the Two-axis analytical method, and the Simplified analytical

method. The Simplified analytical method is tested in two versions, includ-

ing and excluding the supersynchronous contribution Dsup to the damping

constant De. The electrical damping constant of the system was calculated
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of De vs. fn for different methods of frequency

scanning, case III, G2 connected, 70 % TSSC compensation.

as a function of generator shaft torsional frequency with all four methods.

The result for the case with generator G2 connected is shown in Fig. 5.2

where the mechanical damping constants of each torsional mode are also

given. To account for inaccuracies, the Dm-markers are shown to cover an

interval [fn − 1Hz fn + 1Hz] of each torsional resonance frequency. With

a certain margin, an SSR indication according to a certain method is thus

given if any part of a Dm-marker extends above the De-line corresponding

to this method. It can be seen that the Test signal- and Two-axis methods

give almost identical results in the range between 5 and 60 Hz. As these

methods are the most detailed, they are also expected to yield the most

accurate results. The Simplified method including the supersynchronous

component yields values of De which are slightly higher than those of the

other more detailed methods at frequencies below about 30 Hz while the

Simplified method excluding the supersynchronous component yields values

which are slightly lower than those of the detailed methods in the whole

frequency range. The deviation from the detailed methods is accentuated

at lower frequencies for both methods. At very low frequencies, the results

of the methods diverge significantly. However, since SSR seldom occurs at

such low torsional frequencies, the behavior in this region is less important.
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5 Methods for study of Subsynchronous resonance

It can be concluded that the mechanical damping constant of the system in

the cases with G2 connected is more positive than the negative contribution

of the electrical damping constant and SSR is thus not expected.

The results of the case with G2 disconnected are shown in Fig. 5.3. In

these cases, it can be seen that the Test signal method, the Two-axis an-

alytical method and the Simplified analytical method including Dsup yield

approximately the same results in the region between 10 and 60 Hz. The

Simplified method excluding the supersynchronous damping component ap-

pears to underestimate the electrical damping significantly. As in the pre-

vious cases, the methods diverge at frequencies lower than about 5-10 Hz.

The Two-axis method and the Test signal method are the methods which

agree to the largest extent at low and high frequencies while there is a slight

difference between these detailed methods at the resonance peak. It is in-

teresting to note the comparably good outcome of the Simplified analytical

method including Dsup which is easy to implement and requires very little

computational effort. The Two-axis method also performs well with a low

computational effort even though it is more complicated to implement. It

is also important to note the large deviation between the Simplified method

with the supersynchronous contribution neglected and the other methods.

In the grid configuration studied here, an SSR indication is given for the

third resonance mode at 25.55 Hz and possibly the fourth torsional mode at

32.28 Hz. These modes are studied further in the next section.

5.4.2 Scanning De vs compensation level

Here, the level of compensation was varied while studying the electrical

damping seen from the generator neutral for a certain torsional frequency.

For completeness, all possible levels of compensation between 0 and 90 %

were studied even though only a fixed number of discrete levels of TSSC

compensation is possible in a real installation. In Figs. 5.4 and 5.5, the re-

sults for the third and the fourth torsional resonance modes are shown for

case III with G2 disconnected. As before, it can be seen that the Simpli-

fied method neglecting Dsup gives significantly lower values of the electrical

damping constant than the rest of the methods which agree to a large extent.
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5.4 Method performance comparison
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of De vs. fn for different methods of frequency

scanning, case III, G2 disconnected, 70 % TSSC compensation.

According to the detailed methods and the Simplified analytical method in-

cluding Dsup, SSR is indicated at compensation levels of the TSSC which are

higher than about 65 % for the third torsional mode and for compensation

levels between about 40 and 60 % for the fourth mode. Thus, the maxi-

mum allowed degree of compensation would likely be in the range of 40 %

in the studied grid configurations in order to avoid torsional interaction in

the system.

Possible causes for the discrepancies between the methods

The most obvious difference between the methods is the significantly lower

values of the damping constant found in many of the studied cases for the

Simplified method neglecting Dsup. In this test system, the assumption that

the supersynchronous contribution to the electrical damping is much smaller

in magnitude than its subsynchronous counterpart is apparently not valid.

The other methods agree quite well generally, even though small differences

are found. The Simplified method appears to differ slightly from the detailed

methods when generator G2 in the test system is connected. This is a case
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5 Methods for study of Subsynchronous resonance
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of De vs. level of compensation for different meth-

ods of frequency scanning, torsional mode 25.55 Hz, case III,

G2 disconnected.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of De vs. level of compensation for different meth-

ods of frequency scanning, torsional mode 32.28 Hz, case III,

G2 disconnected.
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5.5 Chapter summary

where the impedance to ground seen from the neutral of Generator G1 is low.

This means that the generator model (of G1) itself has a large contribution

to the total impedance. Thus, the modeling of the generator becomes more

important in this case and this may be one cause of the observed differences.

Furthermore, it is seen that the studied methods diverge at low frequencies.

To this end, it should be noted that the performance for the Test signal

method at low frequencies is dependent on the speed of the frequency scan

and the bandwidth of the RLS algorithm. The performance can be improved

if a slower speed of the frequency scan is selected together with a more narrow

bandwidth. This will naturally require a longer simulation time. One reason

for the performance degradation of the Simplified analytical method at low

frequencies is the fact that while the method assumes the effective reactance

of the machine to be equal to the subtransient value, the generator reactance

is in reality increasing from the subtransient value to the transient value as

the frequency decreases from about 10 Hz to 2 Hz. This effect is taken into

account by the Two-axis analytical method, and the results of this method

also show a larger agreement to the results of the Test Signal method in this

region. These methods are both based on two-axis models of the studied

generator and they are thus likely to produce similar results.

5.5 Chapter summary

In [Paper 7], a study comparing four widely used methods for frequency

scanning to determine the electrical damping of subsynchronous oscillations

in series compensated power grids was presented. The study compares the

methods in different configurations of a four-machine test system.

It can be concluded from the study that:

� There are fast analytical methods for frequency scanning which give

reliable results when compared to a more detailed time-domain simu-

lation method, the Test signal method.

� The analytical method which gives the best agreement with the Test

signal method is the Two-axis analytical method. This is not surprising
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5 Methods for study of Subsynchronous resonance

since this method is derived from a complete two-axis representation

of the studied generator with few simplifications.

� The Simplified analytical method including the supersynchronous con-

tribution to the damping which models the studied generator by its

induction machine equivalent also provides good results even if it ap-

pears to over-estimate the electrical damping slightly in some system

configurations.

� The Simplified analytical method neglecting the supersynchronous con-

tribution to the damping underestimates the damping significantly in

the studied test system and thus gives overly conservative results when

the risk of SSR is assessed.
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6 Conclusions and future work

This thesis has presented work on different topics within the fields of electric

power systems and FACTS:

� Power flow control and rating of power flow controllers.

� Power oscillation damping.

� Transient stability improvement.

� Methods for study of subsynchronous resonance.

A new method, the IPS method, for selection and rating of PFC:s using

the Power controller plane has been presented. The method offers an alter-

native to traditional power flow calculations with the potential to decrease

the amount of required calculations while offering attractive possibilities to

compare and visualize the capabilities of different PFC:s in a certain grid by

simple graphical considerations.

A study was performed where the IPS method was used to compare the

required ratings of the DPFC, the TSSC/TSSR and the PST in order to

solve specific power flow control problems in two different test systems. It

was found that the DPFC and the PST are the PFC:s which offer the largest

power flow control ranges in the studied scenarios whereas the TSSC/TSSR

was found to have a limited power flow control capability at low line cur-

rents. It can be concluded that the choice of a DPFC instead of a PST may

be motivated by a higher speed of control (enabling e. g. POD) and a better

voltage control capability both dynamically and in steady-state. Addition-

ally, according to this study, it may be a way to reduce the required total

rating of the PFC.
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6 Conclusions and future work

Controllers for power oscillation damping, power flow control, and tran-

sient stability improvement by means of CSC and DPFC have been proposed.

The damping- and power flow controllers are adaptive and the transient con-

troller is an open-loop scheme. The damping- and power flow controllers

require very little to be known about the power system where the device is

placed as long as the basic system assumption of one dominating power oscil-

lation mode is fulfilled. With these characteristics, the controllers provide an

alternative to controllers based on full-scale system models, requiring only a

small amount of system information and a short implementation time. The

controllers have been tested with good results in digital simulations of one

four-machine and one 23-machine test system in different configurations.

A study on different frequency scanning methods for study of SSR in elec-

tric power systems has been performed. The results show that there are fast

analytical methods for frequency scanning which give reliable results when

compared to a more detailed time-domain simulation method. One of the

studied simplified analytical methods which neglects the supersynchronous

contribution to the electrical damping underestimates the damping signifi-

cantly in the studied test system and thus gives overly conservative results

when the risk of SSR is assessed.

Possible future work includes:

� Investigate the performance of the IPS method for design of power flow

controllers in a large power system.

� Investigate how the IPS method can be extended to include the voltage

control capabilities of power flow controllers.

� Perform a study where the cost of different PFC solutions, including

PST, DPFC, and UPFC, are compared.

� Study the performance of the DPFC controller in the 23-machine sys-

tem in a similar way as was done for the CSC controller.
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� Study if the quality of the grid parameter estimates in the adaptive

controllers can be improved if a linear estimation method of RLS type

is used for parameter estimation.

� Compare the performance of the developed controllers and conven-

tional adaptive controllers based on the same system model.

� Study how the investigated methods for frequency scanning to predict

SSR perform in a larger, complex power system.

� Develop control methods for a DPFC installed in a meshed power grid

to achieve power flow- and voltage control.

� Investigate if remote signals can be used to improve the performance

of the control strategy for POD presented in this thesis.

� Study the proposed controller for POD further by time-domain simu-

lations (PSCAD) and/or real-time simulations (Opal-RT).
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6 Conclusions and future work
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List of Acronyms

AVR Automatic Voltage Regulator

CSC Controlled Series Compensator

COI Center Of Inertia

DPFC Dynamic Power Flow Controller

FACTS Flexible AC Transmission Systems

GTO Gate Turn Off thyristor

IGBT Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor

LQR Linear Quadratic Regulator

MMAC Multiple Model Adaptive Controller

MPC Model Predictive Controller

OPF Optimal Power Flow

PFC Power Flow Controller

PMU Phasor Measurement Unit

POD Power Oscillation Damping

PSDF Phase Shifter Distribution Factor

PSS Power System Stabilizer
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List of Acronyms

PST Phase Shifting Transformer

RLS Recursive Least Squares (estimator)

SC Short Circuit

SNR Signal to Noise Ratio

SSR Subsynchronous Resonance

SSSC Static Synchronous Series Compensator

STATCOM Static Synchronous Compensator

SVC Static Var Compensator

SVS Static Var System

TCBR Thyristor Controlled Braking Resistor

TCR Thyristor Controlled Reactor

TCSC Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitor

TCSR Thyristor Controlled Series Reactor

TSO Transmission System Operator

TSSC Thyristor Switched Series Capacitor

TSSR Thyristor Switched Series Reactor

UPFC Unified Power Flow Controller

VSC Voltage Source Converter
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